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data. By aggregating over the household panel, the sales response of the overall market is
derived as a function of merchandising conditions.
A market response simulator is implemented based on the calibrated household model. The
simulator offers a graphical user interface, and is intended as a decision support tool for
marketing managers making marketing mix decisions. It allows for fast, on-line simulation of the
aggregate sales of a chosen product, under different merchandising scenarios within a particular
set of retail channels.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Manufacturers and retailers need to understand how merchandising promotions affect customer
purchase behavior. This merchandising effort includes such variables as in-store product
display, price cuts, and feature advertising in mass communication media. As a marketing
strategy, promotions are designed to influence consumers' affective and cognitive responses,
creating a differential advantage for the promoted product over its competing alternatives (Peter
and Olson, 1993).
Marketing promotions are usually divided into two broad categories: consumer promotions and
trade promotions. Consumer promotions involve the creation of channels of persuasion aimed
at the ultimate consumer, and include elements of advertising, direct marketing, publicity,
public relations, and personal selling. Trade promotions, on the other hand, consist of
monetary incentives such as discounts and display allowances, designed to provide extra value
to the sales force, distributors, and retailers, thus biasing preferential support for a particular
brand within the product's category.
According to a study conducted by Nielsen Marketing Research, $36 billion was spent in 1991
on trade promotions, representing 50% of total marketing expenditures (Brook, 1994).
Although necessary for retail support, the practice does have a number of disadvantages from
the manufacturers' perspective. Retail allowances encourageforward buying, under which
channel members stock their inventory by buying the product on discount, and thus avoid
buying the product from the manufacturer at its regular price. A related phenomenon is that of
diversion, by which retailers in one region buy the product on a promotion allowance, and then
sell the same product to retailers in a different region at a higher price. Critics of such
promotional efforts argue the practice creates inefficiencies, which result in increased costs to
the end-consumers.
Nevertheless, trade promotions are an effective way for manufacturers to increase the sale of
their products. For example, a 15% price reduction with a store display can increase sales by
more than 200%. The inclusion of a product in a store's weekly flier, can increase its sales by
500% or more (Brook, 1993). Given the figures at stake, it is not surprising the interest
manufacturers have on understanding the effects of promotions on the sales of their own
products, as well as on sales of competing products within the same category.
Over the last decade, purchase information has become more complete and reliable.
Reductions in the costs of computers and the automated scanning of Universal Product Codes
(UPC), have led the way for better data collection, and the development of large sales
databases. It is now possible to record not only the time and quantity of product sales, but also
the merchandising conditions under which the sales occurred. The availability of such
complete data has led to the development of more accurate customer response models.
This thesis describes the implementation of an aggregate sales response model, calibrated on
household panel and in-store merchandising data. The nested logit model is used to calculate
individual household response to a given merchandising scenario. It incorporates customer
decisions at both the product category level (i.e., to buy from the category at all), as well as the
individual brandsize level (i.e., which particular brandsize to buy). By aggregating over the
household panel, the sales response of the overall market is derived as a function of existing
merchandising conditions.
A market response simulator is implemented based on the calibrated household model. The
simulator offers a graphical user interface, and is intended as a decision support tool for
marketing managers making marketing mix decisions. It allows for fast, on-line simulation of
the aggregate sales of a chosen product, under different merchandising scenarios within a
particular set of retail channels.
Chapter 2: Discrete Choice Modeling of Purchase Behavior
This chapter presents an introduction to the theoretical modeling of consumer purchase
behavior. It starts by describing the principle of utility maximization, and the subsequent
selection of an alternative from a set of mutually exclusive choices. The chapter then looks at
binary and multinomial logit models, closing with a brief description of the estimation methods
used to calculate the models' parameters.
2.1. Utility maximization and alternative selection
When choosing from a set Cn of product alternatives, a consumer is assumed to choose that
alternative which maximizes his or her overall utility. Thus, consumer n will choose alternative
i only if the utility Uin associated with i, is not smaller than the utility associated with any other
alternative Ujn in his or her choice set. Furthermore, the probability Pin of a consumer choosing
any given alternative is found to be S-shaped in Vim: very small or very large values of
consumer utility leave pin flat, and essentially insensitive to changes in Uin (Gaudagni and Little,
1983).
Consumer utility is usually modeled as a random variable, composed of a systematic
(deterministic) component, and a disturbance (random) component:
U in = Vin + E : Utility of alternative i for consumer n.
Vin : Systematic utility component
8E, : Disturbance utility component
The systematic component Vi, is assumed to be a linear function of such marketing variables as
product price, display, feature advertising, and consumer loyalty. Under the usual convention
found in the literature, we define Xi as the vector of observed variables, and 3 as the vector of
utility weights for such attribute variables. Then:
Vin = P1XinI + 32Xin2 + 53Xin3 + ... + 5kXink = P'Xin
The random utility component ein arises due to several factors, including the existence of
unobserved attributes in the product, the consumer, and the environment; taste variations
among consumers; and the presence of measurement errors and imperfect information (Ben-
Akiva and Lerman, 1985). Over the years, different assumptions about the distribution of the
disturbance element have led to a number of discrete choice models. The model considered in
this thesis assumes the random utility components are independent and identically distributed,
and the difference •, = £ ,n - Ein follows a double exponential (Gumbel type II extreme value)
distribution.
2.2. The Binary Logit Model
To describe the binary logit model, we consider the special case where the choice set C,
contains exactly two alternative products. As previously noted, we expect consumer n to
choose alternative i only if the utility associated with i is not smaller than the utility associated
with any other alternative in the choice set. Thus, the probability that consumer n will choose
alternative i is:
P,(i)= Pr(Uin, Ujn,Vje C.)= Pr(U, 2Ujn)= 1- P,(j)
The binary logit assumes the disturbance elements 8 in follow a double exponential distribution:
P(ek 8 e)= exp(-e-(E-T)),' -cc<E <E c
Where il is a location parameter and g a positive scaling parameter. Since the scaling of utility
is not specified in advance, and only differences in utility affect household decisions, we can
set I=-1 and 1=0. Thus, the expression simplifies to:
P(ek :E)=exp(-e-E), -oo<E <oo
Given the previous assumptions on the distribution of the systematic and random utility
components, the probability that individual n chooses alternative i reduces to a very simple
form (Ben Akiva and Lerman, 1985):
1 e m'x,
P,(i) = Prn(Ein - n 5V n -Vn) 1+ e- -V - eP'x- + eP'X
This expression is known as the binary logit, and does in fact describe an S-shaped probability
in systematic utility Vi, when Vj, is held constant. Notice the denominator of the binary logit
includes terms for both alternatives in Cn. This result is generalized in the case of the
multinomial logit.
2.3. The Multinomial Logit Model
Extending the case of the binary logit, we can now consider the case where Cn contains an
arbitrary number of alternative products. Under the assumptions made on the distribution of
the random utility component, the probability that consumer n chooses alternative i (Ben Akiva
and Lerman, 1985) is:
e m e
P.(i)= Pr Vi[ +e. 2max(V + e )in =Pr(Vin + e in > V, + v) = e -
jEc,
This expression is known as the multinomial logit (MNL), and reduces to the binary logit in
those cases where the choice set C, consists of only two alternatives. One of the main
criticisms of this model, lies in that changes in the choice set cause proportional changes in
probability estimates (Lilien, et al, 1992). This problem is usually described in the literature as
Independence from Irrelevant Alternatives (IIA), for if we add a new alternative that is
essentially identical to another one currently in the choice set, the new entry will reduce the
probability of all alternatives instead of reducing only the probability of the identical offering.
The literature suggests a number of methods to overcome this difficulty, most of which rely on
grouping similar alternatives together into a tree structure (Gaudagni and Little, 1983).
2.4. Estimation of Model Parameters
To estimate the value of the attribute weight coefficients 03, a calibration period is extracted
from the market research data. An indicator variable yin(t) is defined for that period, with a
value of one if customer n chooses brandsize i in the teh purchase observation, and zero
otherwise. Using the multinomial logit model described in Section 2.3, and assuming each
purchase observation is an independent random variable, we define the likelihood function of
observed market share as:
11 ( , 2 ..., K) = " P (i)'
n, ieC,
Taking the natural logarithm of the likelihood function, we find the log likelihood function:
n= e Y, -ln(P, (i))= ny, (f'X• -In e e x)
n,t ieC, nt ieC, je.C
Note all factors, except for the f coefficients, have an implicit time dependence which has been
omitted for clarity. Thus, a different contribution to the log likelihood function must be
calculated for each purchase observation in the calibration period. To determine the values of
p which best explain customer purchase behavior, we maximize the log likelihood function by
differentiating with respect to each attribute coefficient:
I e ' xj" Xjk
Y= ~Y,, (Xi - )= 0, or by the definition of y,dPk n,1 ieC, 1:e#
1• 1[Yin - P,(i)]X4 = 0, Vk=, ... K
n,t ieC,
This calculation can be carried recursively over all purchase observations in the data, thus
estimating the optimum value of the utility weight coefficients. This process is known as the
Maximum Likelihood Estimation method (Ben Akiva and Lerman, 1985).
To determine the model's quality of fit, the literature suggests a number of qualitative and
quantitative measurements. The most important quantitative tests are the t-value for statistical
significance of each marketing parameter, and the U2 value. This last measurement is defined
as:
U2 = 1 (x
Where do is the log likelihood of the null model, usually consisting of equal probability of
purchase for each product in the category. The value of U2 may be described as the fraction of
uncertainty explained by the calibrated model, relative to the prior distribution of choice
probabilities. Thus, a value of U2=1 indicates the model gives perfect prediction, whereas a
value of U2=0 indicates the model explains nothing new (Gaudagni and Little, 1983).
Finally, a qualitative assessment of the model can be obtained by eye inspection of a graph,
comparing the predicted probability of purchase for each brandsize with the actual sales data.
Chanter 3: Household Purchase Models in Consumer Packaged Goods
Having presented the basic elements of discrete choice modeling, and in particular the binary
and multinomial logit distributions, this chapter now describes how the models are used to
derive household purchase probability functions in the Consumer Packaged Goods (CPG)
industry. The chapter starts by explaining the sources currently used to gather marketing
research data. It then describes the Nested Logit Model, which separates the purchase decision
into a two stage sequence determined by a marginal probability of category purchase, and a
conditional probability of product purchase.
3.1. Store and Panel Data
The literature commonly employs the term Scanner Data in reference to the data collected by
product scanning at the point of purchase. Such data usually comes from two different sources
(Gaudagni and Little, 1983). Store Data provides information on individual item sales and
price, by store by week. Market research firms obtain the data through passive devices
installed at checkout stations, which accumulate information on the store's transactions and
then forward it to a central site for consolidation into a product category database. From the
database, market research firms calculate weekly sales, market share, price, display, and
advertising information. Additionally, these firms gather information on related store activities
such as special displays, coupon redemption, retail advertising, and shelf-space allocation
(Blattberg, et al, 1994).
Panel data, on the other hand, describes the purchase history of a sample of participating
households. By displaying an identification card at checkout, the household makes it possible
to track its purchasing behavior, on an item-by-item basis, over a continuous period of time. In
contrast to previous consumer panel diaries, in which participating households were asked to
record all purchases made from any retailer, market baskets collected at the point of sale are
more reliable and unobtrusive to the participating household. The disadvantage is that they
only provide information on a household's purchases at a single retailer (Blattberg, et al, 1994).
To this extent, market research firms have implemented laboratory markets, where scanners are
placed in all major grocery stores of a medium sized city, thus providing a more complete
picture of the households' market environment and sales response.
3.2. The Nested Logit Model
Using the data available on the laboratory market, we can now proceed to develop a more
complete model of customer behavior, combining elements of both the binary and multinomial
logit. We start by considering a product purchase as a two stage process:
Shopping Trip
BS 1 BS2 ... BS J BS 1 BS2 ... BS J Product Purchase Level
On a given shopping trip, a customer makes sequential decisions as to when to buy from the
category (i.e., buy now or buy later), and what product to buy (i.e., which particular brandsize
to buy). The choice set in this model is multidimensional, and includes combinations of the
underlying choice dimensions:
A: category choice set {al, a2) = {buy now, buy later)
B: product choice set {bl, b2, b3, ... , bJ) = {brandsize 1, brandsize 2, brandsize 3, ... , brandsize J}
Cn= I (a,, bl), (al, b2), ... , (a, bJ), (a2, bl), (a2, b2), ... , (a2, bj) )
This constitutes the nested model of purchase behavior, and in contrast to the models described
previously, we use an extended definition of consumer utility:
Uab = Va+Vb+Vab+Ea+Eb+ab
Va: systematic component of utility, common to all elements of Cn with category choice a
Vb: systematic component of utility, common to all elements of Cn with product choice b
Vab: systematic component of utility, for the element with category choice a and product choice b
The model is simplified by making the following assumptions (Gaudagni and Little, 1987):
1. var(Eb) << var(Ea) .
2. Eb and Eab are independent for all a, and a2 .
3. The terms E~b are independent and identically Gumbel distributed, with scale parameter Ra.
4. The systematic utility terms Vb are negligible.
Under these conditions, the total probability that customer n chooses to buy product i is the
product of the marginal probability of making a category purchase, and the conditional
probability of buying brandsize i given that a purchase is made:
Category Purchase LevelB
P,(b,) = P,(a).- PJ(bilal) : Total probability of product purchase
eVbj
P,(bIa) = ~ Conditional probability of product purchase
b'e B.
Pn(a,) = Marginal probability of category purchase
a, a2
We will now proceed to study each one of these components separately.
3.3. MNL of Conditional Purchase Probability
The conditional probability model captures consumer behavior at the lower level of the nested
decision tree. Namely, we assume the household i has decided to make a purchase from the
product category (for example, bottled juices), and is now faced with the decision of which
particular brandsize to buy. At this stage, the model is purchase driven, and a data point is
available for every category purchase made by each household in the dataset. The choice set
Ba. represents all products available to a given household at a particular purchase occasion.
The elements included in this set can vary, depending on the time and the place (i.e., store) at
which the purchase occurred.
With these assumptions, the conditional probability of product purchase can be modeled using
a multinomial logit distribution. Thus, the probability that customer n will choose brandsize i
given that a category purchase is made, is given by:
eV•
Pn(bla,)= p
be B1,
Notice the numerator of the expression includes the deterministic utility component
corresponding to brandsize i, while the denominator includes the summation over all product
alternatives available in the customer's choice set. The deterministic component is modeled as
a linear combination of marketing explanatory variables:
V~,= X ,Xi + 2 X 2 i+. kXki = jX
Throughout this thesis, the terms consumer, customer, and household refer to the decision maker who
chooses one product alternative over another. Thus, the terms are interchangeable.
The explanatory variables included in the utility function measure observed product attributes
and store merchandising environment, as well as some customer characteristics. The following
is a sample list of explanatory variables, described in the literature for use in modeling product
purchase decisions (Gaudagni and Little, 1987).
Variable Description
Price Product price per ounce, normalized over average category price
Display Dummy variable indicating the presence of any type of in-store display for the product.
Feature Dummy variable indicating the inclusion of product advertising in the store's weekly flier.
Loyalty Customer's tendency to repeat the purchase of a previously bought brandsize2.
ASC Alternative Specific Constant.
Of special importance is the customer brandsize loyalty variable. This input tries to capture
differences in purchase probabilities over the sampled population. It is defined as the
individual's tendency to repurchase the product he or she bought on the previous purchase
occasion, and in practice is calculated using the formula:
X,, (t)= -X, (t -1)+(1- y), if customer n bought brandsize i on purchase ocasion t - 1.
Xi, (t) = y- X (t -1) , otherwise.
Notice brandsize loyalty is an exponentially weighted average of past purchases of the product,
with a smoothing factor y to be optimized along with the attribute coefficients 13, during model
calibration. By considering the household's loyalty for all available brandsizes in a given
purchase occasion, we find total loyalty always adds up to one. The alternative specific
constants are additive terms included for each product alternative, except for one which must
be omitted to avoid a singularity in the maximum likelihood estimation. These constants serve
to capture any remaining uniqueness an alternative may have, that fails to be captured by any
other input variable.
Calibration of model parameters is usually accomplished through maximum likelihood
estimation, as described in chapter 2. However, calibration of the conditional model is carried
only over the observations of category purchase. The importance of this fact will become
2 In this context, a brandsize consists of a particular presentation of a product. Thus, a 4 oz. bottle of a
given brand and a 8 oz. bottle of the same brand are considered as two different brandsizes.
apparent next, as we compare the conditional model with the model of marginal probability of
category purchase.
3.4. Binary Logit of Marginal Purchase Probability
The marginal purchase probability model captures consumer behavior at the category purchase
level. Thus, we try to determine the household's probability of buying any product from the
category, given that the household makes a shopping trip. In contrast to the conditional
probability model, which is driven with category purchases, the marginal probability model is
driven with more frequent purchase opportunities. In this context, the number of purchase
opportunities in the data equals the number of shopping trips plus the number of category
purchases made. Every time a consumer walks into the store, he or she has the opportunity to
buy a product. If the individual does in fact buy a product from the category, then he or she has
the opportunity to buy a second product. By considering each purchase decision separately, the
model accounts for multiple category purchases within the same store visit.
At the category purchase level, a customer's choice set is binary: he can either buy from the
category now, or postpone the purchase for a later time. Under these conditions we can model
the decision using a binary logit function (Ben Akiva and Lerman, 1985):
e( Vb+V ). e aVlI e ,
P,(a,)= C P.(b,a,)= , e,(Vb+.)a ( e l )+(e" .v, e"_.v )
(,a') C, be B, be Ba2
By defining: V( In( Xev")
be Bai
We can simplify the marginal probability as:
ePA (Val +Vý) e a (Val +Va,)P,, (a,) (e- *** "" )+ (e"" ""' ) -ýe "'
a,, a2
This is the expression for a binary logit distribution, with an additional term Vi . The term is
just the natural logarithm of denominator of the MNL distribution, and can be shown to
represent the expected maximum utility at the conditional product purchase level. The variable
is often referred to in the literature as the category attractiveness, due to the fact that as v~i
increases, so does the probability of choosing category alternative i (i.e., buy now or buy later)
(Gaudagni and Little, 1987). In effect, the term serves as a feedback mechanism for the
product explanatory variables included in Vb, into the category decision stage.
Just as in the case of the conditional probability, the deterministic utility component Va is
considered a linear combination of marketing variables:
Va 81Zli "+ 82Z2i 83 3i + ... + -kZki = I jT-i
While specifying the explanatory variables at the category purchase stage, we run into the
problem of determining the value of such variables for the buy later alternative. Since future
merchandising conditions are uncertain, variables are often defined for only one of the
exclusive alternatives. The following is a sample list of category explanatory inputs found in
the literature (Gaudagni and Little, 1987):
Variable Name Buy Now Buy Later
Buy Now Dummy 1 0
Purchase Opportunity Within Trip
first category purchase 1 0
later category purchases 0 0
Household inventory Estimated Inventory 0
Category Attractiveness Expected maximum utility for 8 week moving average
household from choice model of maximum utility
Category Price Current average category price for 8 week moving average
household of category price
Of special importance are the variables for purchase opportunity within a trip, and household
inventory. The first purchase opportunity variable, is included to measure consumer tendency
to buy only one category product in any given store visit. Household inventory, on the other
hand, is an important variable as category purchases are highly influenced by the size of the
product inventory a customer currently possesses. In practice, inventory for household i at
purchase opportunity m, is calculated using the following formula:
Zi(m)= Z,(m-1)-[ti(m)-ti(m-1)] x S(ti(m))+ qi(m)ci
Where,
q, (m) = quantity purchased by customer i on his mt purchase opportunity (in ounces).
ci = customer i' s average consumption rate (in ounces / week).
t i (m) = week corresponding to i' s mh purchase opportunity.
S(t) = seasonal index of product consumption
Notice inventory, as defined here, is measured in weeks supply of product. The value of the
parameters ci, and S(t) is calibrated using an initialization sample taken from the market
research data. In the case of the buy later decision, inventory is defined as zero.
At the category stage, calibration of model parameters is done over all purchase opportunities
in the calibration dataset. Thus, the number of data points is much larger now than in the
product purchase case. Although maximum likelihood estimation is also used here, the
calibration of the marginal parameters must be done after the coefficients for the conditional
variables have been found. The reason for this lies in the category attractiveness term, which
must be calculated for each purchase opportunity, using the parameters of the conditional
probability. Once category attractiveness has been determined, maximum likelihood is used to
find the values of 8 and g. which best explain customer behavior at the category purchase level.
Chapter 4: Computational Tools
This chapter describes two Matlab modules used to calibrate the logit model parameters in the
nested simulation. The routines were written by E. Anderson and M. Abe, two former MIT
Sloan School PhD students. Working with S. Chopra, I developed various models in
preparation for what later would become the nested logit used in this thesis. Our models
approximated consumer behavior at the conditional product purchase stage (i.e., the lower level
of the nested decision tree), and used Anderson and Abe's code in a way similar to that
employed for the calibration of the nested simulation. In this chapter I will briefly describe the
algorithm used to determine the variable coefficients, as well as the results Chopra and I
obtained with our models.
4.1. Runmnl3
As described in Chapter 3.3, the calibration of the MNL model estimates the value of the
parameters which best describes consumer behavior. The parameters to be optimized include
the 13 coefficients of attribute weight, and the y smoothing constant used to calculate consumer
loyalty. The first calibration module, runmnl3, does not optimize the loyalty smoothing
constant, but assumes values for y which are found to be optimal in other models.
Runmnl3 achieves a maximum likelihood estimation of the 13 coefficients through the use of the
Newton-Raphson method. The Newton-Raphson algorithm proceeds in iterations, attempting
at each stage to find a better estimation of the weight coefficients. Having defined a maximum
number of iterations, and small convergence limits el and e2, the basic steps of the Newton-
Raphson algorithm are as follows (Ben Akiva and Lerman, 1985):
0) Choose an initial guess: 1•o=IPoI, 1302, 03, - 0 * 0Ok], set c=0.
1) Linearize V4 (13) around 13:
V4(pw)+ V24(/30 )(f -_ p) = o
2) Solve for:
PW+1 = P_-[V2.d(#)] ]VZ( p)
3) Check for convergence:
2- <k e,
Pwk=
If so, or if =)--maximum iteration number, terminate with ,.1.
Otherwise, set o)=o--1 and go back to step (1).
The following table presents a summary of the results obtained using runmnl3 on a dataset
containing 200 purchases, and 10 alternative brandsizes:
(Elapsed time: 3 sec, U2=0.148) (Elapsed time: 5 sec, U2=0.441)
Variable Coefficient/T-Value Coefficient/T-Value
Price -6.1774 / -3.3642 -5.886 / -2.5886
Display -0.1640 / -0.3821 -0.1753 / -0.3449
Feature 1.1379 / 4.5497 1.2473 / 4.1822
Loyalty (y=-0.71) 5.6212 / 13.1813
ASC 1 -0.3031 / -0.8970 -0.5866 / -1.4308
ASC2 -0.2743 / -0.8098 -0.1494 / -0.3740
ASC3 0.6372 / 2.3178 -0.2564 / -0.6866
ASC4 -0.8972 / -2.0312 -0.6048 / -1.2718
ASC5 -0.2807 / -0.8054 -0.1137 / -0.2925
ASC6 -0.1170 / -0.3723 -0.3505 / -0.9289
ASC7 0.1440 / 0.4661 -0.4265 / -1.0411
ASC8 -0.0538 / -0.1701 0.1014 / 0.2795
ASC9 -0.8676 / -2.1050 -0.5284 / -1.1548
As can be seen from the change in U2, the inclusion of the brandsize loyalty variable greatly
increases the model's ability to explain product choice uncertainty. Furthermore, by including
the loyalty term we capture household preferences for certain brandsizes, thus decreasing the
significance of the alternative specific constants. In both models, product price and feature
advertising are important factors in determining purchase probabilities.
4.2. Rungl
The second Matlab module used for parameter calibration is run.gl, which estimates the value
of the loyalty smoothing constant using an embedded iteration algorithm. The procedure
iterates through different values of y in an outer loop, and implements a Newton-Raphson
optimization for P3 in an inner loop. Run_gl takes an initial loyalty matrix (one row per
household, one column per brandsize) as input for the calibration. Similar to the case of
runmnl3, the initial loyalty matrix is calculated by using household market share during an
initialization period.
While we assumed a y of 0.71 when we ran runmnl3 on the 200 purchases dataset, the MLE
value found by run_gl was 0.6780. Nevertheless, the results obtained using rungl were very
similar to those tabulated in section 4.1.
The following table presents a summary of the results obtained using run_gl
containing 1013 purchases and 10 alternative brandsizes:
Variable Coefficient T-Value
Price -53.6938 -3.9500
Display 0.7238 5.2642
Feature 0.8535 5.2210
Loyalty 5.8283 25.8809
Smoothing Constant 0.8006 8.7703
ASC1 0.3145 1.3174
ASC2 0.6354 3.3626
ASC3 0.6626 2.8666
ASC4 1.4391 3.7606
ASC5 0.1740 0.7173
ASC6 2.1532 3.8042
ASC7 1.6088 3.3377
ASC8 0.3182 1.1745
ASC9 0.9162 1.9081
on a larger dataset,
Calibration of this dataset takes 42 seconds. The model performs better than the one for the
200 purchases case, achieving U2=0.4803. Figure 1 presents a sample of plots comparing
actual and predicted market share for the 1013 dataset, in sales aggregation periods of 4 weeks.
The rest of the plots derived for this dataset can be found in exhibit 1. The high level of
explained uncertainty may be in part due to the large significance of brandsize loyalty.
However, the significance of the other merchandising variables is also higher in this case,
indicating promotional activity had a larger effect on customer response for the panel included
in this set.
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Fizure 1: Plots of actual and predicted market share for the 1013 dataset.
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Chapter 5: Model Calibration and Simulation
This chapter describes the development of the aggregate customer response model, used for
evaluation of promotional merchandising scenarios. We start by specifying the sales and
merchandising data used for calibration, and follow with a summary of the design and
implementation decisions made at the parameter calibration stage. We then examine the
simulation of aggregate product purchases, based on the nested probabilities derived from the
calibration routine. The chapter closes with a description of the results obtained from the
simulation, and an analysis of the model's performance against a benchmark forecast, derived
from a Monte Carlo simulation of product purchases.
The following chart presents the modular implementation of the nested model:
I I
It is important to note the sequential execution of the calibration and simulation modules.
Development of the model starts with aggregate store and panel data, which includes
information on category sales and merchandising activity. Using this data, model calibration is
carried off-line and follows the techniques described in chapters 3 and 4. The output of the
calibration routine is a set of parameter coefficients and initialization matrices which, together
with store visit data, constitute the input to the simulation module. Simulation is carried on-
line and, as described in chapter 6, is not constrained to actual store data and can also process
suggested merchandising scenarios.
I
iI
We will now examine in more detail the steps comprised in the development of the nested
model.
5.1. Purchase Data
The data used in this project includes information on the sales of bottled juice, for the four year
period January 1991 to December 1994. The dataset contains information on sales and
merchandising activity for six retailers in the Marion, Indiana market. The data was extracted
from pcExpress' by Stuart Kalmelson, an MIT Sloan School PhD student.
Since all modules used in this project are written in Matlab code, it is natural to keep the data
files in matrix form: one row for each purchase opportunity, and one column per alternative
brandsize. Overall, fourteen data files are constructed from the PCX database, including store
information on product purchase, availability, price per ounce, in-store display, and feature
advertising. Additionally, the dataset includes panel information regarding the household,
week, store, and basket size (in dollar terms) of each purchase opportunity.
Because of the large number of product alternatives available, a design decision is made to
restrict the choice set to the top ten selling brandsizes for the market under study2. At this
stage, the four years of market research data include 1,255 category purchases made by 64
panel households, comprising 27,067 purchase opportunities. However, the data lacks
information on the retail price of some products for a significant number of purchase
opportunities. To handle this problem, a cleaning module is implemented: In cases where the
dataset lacks the price of a non-purchased brandsize, the routine fills the missing data points
with the overall mean category price 3. Additionally, the module discards 776 purchase
opportunities for which the price of no item is available.
While working with previous models, we experienced problems initializing explanatory
1 pcExpress is a database management application from IRI. The store and panel data used in this thesis is
a subset of the original bottle juice database in PCX.
2 Due to the large market share included in this restricted set, this decision is not likely to have big effect
on the model's forecasting accuracy.
3 The overall mean category price was found to be 0.0251 dollars per ounce.
variables for households with very few category purchases. Thus, the cleaning routine
eliminates all data rows corresponding to households which make no category purchases, in
either the first two years or the second two years of sales data. Of the 64 original households,
the module uses this criterion to discard 13 households and 3,972 corresponding purchase
opportunities. In its final version, the clean dataset includes 51 households, 1,198 category
purchases, and 22,319 purchase opportunities.
5.2. Parameter Calibration and Results
This section outlines the implementation of the calibration routines, used to estimate values for
the parameter coefficients which best explain customer purchase behavior. Following the
methodology described in chapter 3, we will first examine the calibration of the conditional
probability, followed by the estimation of the coefficients corresponding to the marginal
probability of category purchase. Lastly, we will analyze the results obtained for the dataset
described in section 5.1, and compare it to the results obtained by using other larger datasets.
5.2.1. Conditional Probability of Product Purchase
As described in section 3.3, the conditional purchase probability assumes the household has
decided to make a purchase from the product category, and is now faced with the decision of
which particular brandsize to buy. Thus, the model is driven by actual purchase occasions, and
the conditional probability is represented by an MNL distribution. In each observation, the
choice set is restricted to those products available to the household at that particular purchase
occasion. Exhibit 2 includes the code of the Matlab routines used to determine the conditional
probability, as well as a flow chart describing interactions between the modules.
The explanatory variables used by the model at the conditional stage are the same ones
described in section 3.3. The values for product price, display, and feature are extracted
directly from the PCX data, for each brandsize alternative available on every purchase
occasion. Brandsize loyalty, on the other hand, is calculated starting from an initial loyalty
matrix, and updated using the optimal smoothing coefficient along with actual sales data.
To determine the value of the initial loyalty matrix, an initialization period corresponding to the
first two years of sales data is constructed from the sample. Using this initialization data, we
calculate household market share by considering the category purchases made by each
household during the period, and overall market share by evaluating all panel category
purchases for the first two years of sales data. Thus, the initial loyalty row for household n is
defined as:
loy_ini, = -(household mkt share) + -(overall mkt share)
Parameter calibration is carried using the data corresponding to the first three years of category
sales. The fourth year of sales data is reserved as a hold out period, in which to evaluate the
model's forecasting accuracy. As explained in chapter 4, estimation of the attribute weights 13
and smoothing constant y is achieved by using the run_gl routine, which implements an
embedded maximum likelihood algorithm.
At this stage, the conditional model has been driven with purchase occasion data. However, in
order to evaluate the overall nested probability of product purchase, we need to determine the
conditional probability corresponding to each purchase opportunity. For this purpose, the only
conditional explanatory variable we need to build is brandsize loyalty: all other variables can
be extracted directly from the market research data. Since the loyalty variable is only updated
when a category purchase is made, we calculate the extended matrix starting from the
calibration loyalty, and repeating the row corresponding to the last purchase made by the
household, over all non-purchasing opportunities in between purchase occasions.
Once the explanatory matrices have been built, the conditional probability can be easily
calculated using the MNL formulation. However, care must be taken to include in the choice
set only those brandsizes available to the household at each particular purchase opportunity. A
beneficial side-effect of calculating the full conditional probability matrix at this stage, is that
by doing so we have also calculated the category attractiveness variable, used in the calibration
of the marginal parameters. As explained in section 3.4, the value of this variable is simply the
natural logarithm of the of the denominator of the MNL distribution at each purchase
opportunity.
In practice, calibration of the conditional coefficients is executed fairly quickly, due to the
relatively small number of purchase occasions. For the dataset described in section 5.1, the
routine is executed in 75 seconds. This includes the time spent computing the full conditional
probability matrix. Section 5.2.3. offers a more complete analysis of the results obtained from
this calibration.
5.2.2. Marginal Probability of Category Purchase
At the marginal probability stage, the model assumes the household has made a shopping trip
and is deciding whether to buy any brandsize from the product category. Since the choice set is
binary (i.e., buy now or buy later), we use a binary logit distribution to model consumer
behavior. Exhibit 3 includes the code of the Matlab routines used in determining the marginal
probability distribution, as well as a flow chart describing interactions between the modules.
The explanatory marketing variables at the marginal probability stage include some of the
traditional ones found in the literature, as well as other new variables derived from the market
research data. The following table summarizes the explanatory inputs used to model consumer
behavior at the category purchase level:
Variable Name Buy Now Buy Later
Buy Now Dummy 1 0
Purchase Opportunity Within
Trip
first category purchase 1 0
later category purchases 0 0
Household Inventory Estimated inventory 0
Category Attractiveness Expected maximum utility for household 0
from choice model
Normalized Category Price Current average category price for 0
household, normalized by the overall
category price
Normalized Basket Size Dollars spent on current shopping trip, O
normalized by the average basket size.
Static Category Loyalty Share of buy now observations over an Share of buy later
initialization period observations over an
initialization period
Except for the case of category loyalty, the value of all explanatory variables for the buy later
alternative is zero. This is a variation from the common practice found in the literature, where
the value for such variables is usually taken as the moving average of the values corresponding
to the buy now alternative. The design decision is justified, for as long as the moving average
remains fairly constant throughout the sample, its omission will be adjusted for in the
calibration of the weight coefficients.
The variables for category attractiveness, buy now, and purchase opportunity within trip are
similar to those described in section 3.4. A new basket size input is defined as the size (in
dollar terms) of the bundle of products, purchased by the household on a particular shopping
trip. The variable is meant to differentiate small category-specific shopping trips, from larger
weekly purchases where the household is more likely to buy from the bottled juice category.
Similarly, the new category loyalty variable tries to capture the household's tendency to buy
from the category on a routine basis.
The household inventory variable is built starting from an initial inventory, calculated during
the variable initialization period. This starting value is derived by setting initial inventory to
zero, and then running the variable updating scheme throughout the initialization period. Initial
inventory for each household is then taken as the most negative value reached during
initialization. Note that if the inventory for a particular household never goes negative in the
initialization run, then the initial inventory for such individual will remain at zero.
Three important design decisions are made in the calculation of household inventory. First, the
consumption rate of bottled juices is considered to be fairly constant within households
throughout the year, and thus the seasonality index is ignored. Second, the absence of sales
data on other channels through which the households may purchase bottled juice, lead us to
believe the households' real consumption rate may be higher than the one we measure from the
sample. For this reason, we take the consumption rate to be 1.5 times the consumption rate
measured during the initialization period. Lastly, in order to make the model more robust and
prevent absurd inventory levels, household inventory is restricted to be within the range 0 to
100 weeks4.
Other design decisions are made during the implementation of the calibration routine: In order
to solve a matrix singularity problem, average category price is normalized by the sample's
overall category price. Furthermore, initialization of category variables, such as initial
inventory, consumption rate, and category loyalty, is done by using the complete four year
dataset. Although previous models have been initialized using only the first half of the sample,
the disproportionate ratio of buy later to buy now decisions present in this dataset (22:1),
creates problems for the calibration of the coefficients when fewer category purchases are
included in the initialization sample.
Calibration at the marginal probability stage is done using the runmnl3 module, described in
section 4.1. Similar to the case of the conditional probability, only the first 3 years of sales data
are used for calibration. The output of the calibration routine is the set of utility weight
coefficients. Except for the case of the category attractiveness variable, the weight coefficients
are the product K'Sk. In the case of category attractiveness, the coefficient is simply pa. For
clarity, we refer to the set of marginal weight coefficients simply as the vector S.
Since calibration at this stage is carried throughout purchase opportunities rather than purchase
occasions, the estimation module takes longer now than it does in the case of the conditional
probability. For the dataset described in section 5.1, computation of category variables takes
140 seconds, followed by an additional 140 seconds spent in the execution of the parameter
calibration routine.
5.2.3. Calibration Results
The overall calibration runtime for the dataset described in section 5.1 is just over 5 minutes.
For comparison purposes, a second dataset containing 2,125 purchases and 39,281 purchase
opportunities made by 92 households is also calibrated. Calibration of the larger dataset takes
4 Although 100 weeks worth of inventory appears to be extremely large by itself, experience with the
model shows that clipping inventory at levels lower than 100, creates problems during the calibration of
the P3 coefficient for the variable.
18 minutes. We will refer to the dataset described in section 5.1. as datal000, and will call the
new dataset data2000. The following tables summarize the coefficients obtained from the
calibration of both samples:
Conditional Probability U2=0.526, runtime=75 sees U2=0.517, runtime=195 secs
Datal000 Data2000
Variable Name Coefficient / T-Value Coefficient / T-Value
Price -121.4204 / -6.2671 -94.5886 / -6.5646
Display 1.1789 / 8.7071 1.1504 / 11.0963
Feature 0.9244 / 5.7758 0.7827 / 6.5552
Brandsize Loyalty 5.3087 / 26.5354 5.2754 / 37.1811
Pl/gen, 64oz, can, tom 0.4864 / 2.5084 0.3441 / 2.3120
Pl/gen, 46oz, can, tom -0.3251 / -1.8393 -0.1479 / -1.1202
V8, 46oz, can, veg 0.4583 / 2.1918 0.4534 / 2.8230
Gatrd, 32oz, btl, iso 0.8009 / 2.2334 0.9014 / 3.1848
Rdgld, 46oz, can, tom -0.2931 / -1.4066 -0.1395 / -0.8982
Ospry, 48oz, btl, crncbld 3.4859 / 5.6030 2.9144 / 6.1769
Ospry, 64oz, btl, cmcbld 3.0391 / 5.3745 2.4078 / 5.6443
Hunts, 46oz, can, tom 0.1550 / 0.6592 0.0065 / 0.0353
Hic, 8.5oz 3ct, pnchchry 2.3933 / 5.1428 1.6627 / 4.6970
Marginal Probability U2=0.896, runtime=280 secs Uz=0.903, runtime=905 secs
DatalO00 Data2000
Variable Name Coefficient / T-Value Coefficient / T-Value
Category Attractiveness 0.2346 / 3.2150 0.1805 / 3.1969
Category Loyalty 6.6827 / 13.1302 6.0212 / 18.1320
Household Inventory 0.0063 / 2.3987 0.0033 / 1.6368
Category Price -181.1718 / -2.6909 -243.8615 / -4.5953
Basket Size 0.3848 / 11.5663 0.4401 / 16.5743
First Purchase Opportunity 25.2240 / 0.0279 25.2942 / 0.0377
Buy Now Dummy 5.4558 / 2.7366 6.6716 / 4.2777
Note the calibration at the conditional level omits an alternative specific constant for the first
brandsize, which is <HIC, 460Z, CAN, PNCHCHRY>. When comparing the results of both
datasets, we should take into account we are dealing with different samples. Thus, the effect
merchandising variables have on one sample may be different from the effect they have on the
second group of customers. Nevertheless we can, to a certain extent, assume the population of
both samples is not all that different, and the results obtained from one should be similar to the
results obtained from the other.
Calibration of both datasets shows the model is able to explain a good amount of uncertainty, at
both the marginal and conditional levels. At the conditional level, the most important variables
are brandsize loyalty and in-store display, followed by price and feature advertising. As
expected, households tend to be loyal to certain bottled juices, and merchandising conditions
play a significant role on the probability of choosing an alternative brandsize. Both datal000
and data2000 samples show consistent significance of explanatory variables.
At the marginal category level, the most important variables are basket size and category
loyalty. From these results we see how large grocery purchases tend to include bottled juice
products, and how the purchase probability of heavy users varies from that of other individuals.
Other significant variables at this level include category attractiveness and the buy-now
dummy.
Figure 2 presents a sample of the plots of predicted and actual sales for both datasets. Exhibit 4
includes the rest of this set of plots. The graphs do not represent a simulation of customer
response, for in their implementation we update the explanatory variables using actual sales
data. The plots are meant as a qualitative tool, by which to evaluate the fit of the model with
respect to actual consumer behavior. In fact, we see the model performs quite well in both the
calibration and holdout periods.
The projected curve does capture the tendency of consumer response to merchandising activity,
and in most cases correctly estimates the level of resulting sales. From the graphs, we see the
fit of predicted market share at the conditional probability stage, is better than that of predicted
sales level of the overall nested model. One reason for these deviations is the seasonality of
bottled juice sales, specially in the case of sport drinks such as Gatorade, or lunch-box drinks
such as HiC. The level of sales of these products is much higher in the summer months than in
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the rest of the year. However, our current model does not adjust its estimates to account for
this type of seasonal behavior.
Additionally, there are some occasions in which the model underestimates the lift in sales due
to product promotion. These jumps are possibly the result of coupon activity, which is not
currently processed by the model, but has a large impact on both category and product sales.
Figure 2: Plots of actual and predicted market share for datalO00 and data2000.
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Figure 2 (cont): Plots of actual and predicted sales for datalO00 and data2000.
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5.3 Simulation of Customer Response
Once the optimal model coefficients have been determined from the calibration stage, our next
step is to model customer response based on the available merchandising information. As
previously mentioned, the predicted vs. actual plots generated during calibration are not a
simulation of customer response. On the calibration stage, the feedback variables of brandsize
loyalty and household inventory are updated using actual sales data. As described in this
chapter, simulation of customer response is not based on actual purchase observations, but
rather on the expected value of the explanatory variables.
Another important difference between the calibration and simulation stages, lies in the events
that drive the generation of purchase probabilities. The calibration stage is driven by purchase
opportunities: Using the actual purchase data, we know when each household has the
opportunity to buy a category product. If the data shows a purchase is made, we then give the
household a second purchase opportunity under the same store conditions as the first one.
Now, however, we do not know a-priori when the category purchases are made. Thus,
simulation of customer response is driven by store visits, which indicate the time and channel
of each grocery shopping trip made by every household in the sample.
Store visits are derived from the same dataset used for calibration of the model parameters.
Since the data includes information on the time, channel, and household of each purchase
opportunity, a Matlab routine is written to extract those rows with mutually different entries.
By the definition of purchase opportunities, the number of store visits in the data sample is
equal to the number of purchase opportunities minus the number of category purchases'. For
the datal000 set, the visit module correctly extracts 21,121 store visits made by the 51 panel
households.
At this point, a design decision is made regarding the dataset used for simulation. Even though
computation time is not an important factor for off-line calibration, scenario evaluation requires
1 One purchase opportunity exists for every store visit. Additionally, every time a category purchase is
made, a second purchase opportunity is allocated to account for the possibility of repeat purchases.
customer simulation to be executed on-line. The usefulness of this project as a decision
support tool, depends strongly on how fast forecast simulations can be executed. Thus, the
smaller datal000 sample is chosen over other larger datasets to drive the simulation of
customer response.
5.3.1. Implementation of Feedback Variables
The use of actual purchase data to calculate loyalty and inventory, is inappropriate for
evaluating the effects of merchandising activity on customer response. The approach, while
useful in the calibration of parameter coefficients, does not take into account the impact that
changes in current behavior will have on future behavior, due to changes in the purchase
feedback variables (Fadder, et al, 1995). To overcome this problem, the usual method
suggested in the literature involves the use of a Monte Carlo draw. Thus, when an actual
purchase observation is needed to update the feedback variables, a random number is drawn.
Based on the current marginal and conditional probabilities, the number drawn is used to select
a brandsize to be purchased, and a synthetic purchase history is eventually created for each
household in the sample.
The Monte Carlo approach has been successfully used in the past, but has a disadvantage in
that multiple runs are needed to obtain accurate results. As each choice is the product of a
random draw, few Monte Carlo iterations may allow an unlikely simulated choice to propagate
through the synthetic purchase history, thus distorting the results. The computation time spent
executing multiple Monte Carlo draws at each decision step, becomes prohibitively expensive
in the case of the on-line simulation.
Fadder, Hardie, Little, and Abe (1995) propose a different approach. The suggestion calls for
the construction of a Taylor series expansion of the choice probabilities, in terms of the
feedback variables (in our case, loyalty and inventory). In order to describe this new approach,
let us consider the decision at the conditional product level. Denoting the loyalty variable as L,
and the expected value of product sales as yj (t):
j = E[y(t)] = EL[E[y(t)ILt))]] = EL[p(L)] , where
Thus, the Taylor series expansion of EL[pj(L)] about L=L can be expressed as,
yj = P,(-)+ • d• C-ov(,,1 )+ ...
i k dlidlk
And, to a first order approximation,
yj = pj(z)
Finally, the expected value of the updated loyalty at purchase opportunity t+l can be expressed
as:
loy (t + 1) = y -loyi(t)+ (1- y) ) pj(t)
Thus, when updating the feedback variables we avoid the execution of multiple Monte Carlo
runs, by using the probability of choosing the corresponding alternative. Fadder, et al, report
the technique offers a good approximation to the classic procedure, even when executing 1000
Monte Carlo iterations.
In the case of the nested model, we recall the total probability that consumer n chooses to buy
product i, is the product of the marginal probability of category purchase, and the conditional
probability of brandsize purchase:
Pn(bi)=Pn(a) " P,(bilal)
Brandsize loyalty is only updated when a category purchase is made. By the Taylor approach
to variable updating, we then use the conditional probability of product purchase to calculate
the updated brandsize loyalty:
loyni (t+l) = yloyn (t) + (1-y), Pn(bilal)
Using the conditional probability, we obtain the expected value of the loyalty variable at the
(t+1)th observation. Furthermore, using this technique maintains the requirement on the
summation of loyalty; namely, that the summation of loyalty across all brandsizes for any
household must always equal one.
Household inventory, on the other hand, is updated at each purchase opportunity. The Taylor
approach in this case requires the use of the total probability of product purchase:
invn' (t+l) = invn (t) - [w(t+1) - w(t)] + [Pn(bi) "voli]/cn,
where voli = number of ounces included in brandsize i
By using the total probability, the magnitude of the third term, which corresponds to the
number of weeks worth of supply purchased, becomes significant only for the cases where the
marginal probability of category purchase is large. Again, this formulation derives the
expected value of household inventory at the (t+l)th observation.
5.3.2. Implementation Issues
Exhibit 5 includes the code of the Matlab routines used to simulate product purchases. From
the calibration results tabulated in section 5.2.3, we see the first purchase opportunity dummy
exhibits small statistical significance. In order to expedite the execution of the routine, this
explanatory variable is not included on the simulation. All other inputs at both the marginal
and conditional decision levels are kept.
While simulating customer behavior, we must take into account the possibility of repeat
purchases. In the calibration stage, we solve this problem by including an additional purchase
opportunity whenever a category purchase is made. A similar solution can be applied at the
simulation stage, by defining a threshold value of marginal probability. Hence, for each store
visit we calculate the household's marginal probability of category purchase, which if greater
than the threshold value, indicates a purchase is made from the category. In those cases, we
simulate an additional purchase opportunity for the corresponding household, under the
marketing conditions of the original store visit. Calibration of the threshold value is carried
empirically, comparing the number of simulated purchase opportunities with the actual number
present in the calibration sample2.
Our initial implementation of the purchase simulator was sequential: it calculated the
respective probabilities across all store visits and across all households, one purchase
opportunity at a time. However, this approach proved to be too slow for our needs, taking
several hours to simulate the behavior of the households included in the datal000 set.
Nevertheless, the independence of purchase probabilities across households, allowed us to
redesign the code for a faster simulation of purchases. Each household's probability of buying
a certain brandsize on a given visit, depends only on that particular household's past history and
the merchandising conditions present in the store. Thus, we are able to calculate the purchase
probabilities for all households simultaneously, initially processing the probabilities
corresponding to the first visit of every household, followed by those corresponding to the
second visit, and so on. Since not all households make the same number of store visits, the
algorithm also keeps track of which households remain active at each iteration of the
calculation loop.
Under this approach, the number of iterations needed is the same as the maximum number of
visits made by any household in the four year sample. For the datal000 set, the number of
iterations needed is 978. In practice, all 51 households remain active at the 150th iteration, 22
remain active at the 450 iteration, and only 1 household is simulated past the 807d iteration.
Total runtime for the simulation of the four year sample is just over 20 minutes3.
2 For the datal000 set, the threshold value was found to be 0.09.
3 The graphical simulator described in chapter 6 uses data corresponding only to the last year of purchases
made in a single distribution channel, thus allowing for faster runtimes in the order of less than 1 minute.
5.4. Evaluation of the Customer Response Simulator
The market response model calculates expected brandsize sales, using a Taylor series
approximation derived from the nested logit. However, the latter is a model for calculating
household purchase probabilities. How can we relate the expected value model back to the
purchase probabilities, so as to evaluate the simulation of customer response?
An answer to this question is the construction of synthetic purchase histories, using a procedure
similar to the one described in section 5.3.1. In order to implement such a benchmark, multiple
Monte Carlo runs are executed based on the household probabilities derived from the model's
calibrated coefficients. Exhibit 6 includes the Matlab code of the routines used to implement
the Monte Carlo simulation.
The algorithm used by the Monte Carlo module is similar to that of the simulation routine, with
the exception of the variable updating scheme. When an actual purchase observation is needed
to update the feedback variables, 100 random numbers are drawn. Based on the current
marginal and total probabilities, the numbers are used to select the outcome chosen at that
particular decision stage (i.e., buy now or later, or which particular brandsize to buy). Then,
the variables are updated, using the average of the 100 decisions as the simulated purchase
observation. Finally, the probabilities for the following purchase opportunity are calculated
using the updated feedback variables, and a synthetic purchase history evolves.
The benchmark module uses the threshold value described in section 5.3.2. to account for
repeat purchases, and implements the simultaneous household probability algorithm of the
model simulator. However, due to the 100 Monte Carlo draws needed at each decision stage,
the module has a much longer runtime than the model simulator.
Exhibit 7 includes plots comparing the aggregate sales predicted by the Monte Carlo and logit
simulators. Figure 3 presents a sample of these graphs. Both simulations exhibit strong
similarities. While in some occasions one simulation overestimates the level of sales predicted
by the other, in most cases both curves follow the same customer response tendency. Part of
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the reason for the difference in forecast, lies in the approximation made in the Taylor approach
for variable updating, where we neglect the second order terms of the Taylor series expansion.
Nevertheless, the forecast results appear to be well within acceptable levels, and thus we see no
need to make better approximations at the expense of longer execution times at the simulation
stage.
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Figure 3: Plots of aggregate sales for the datalO00 set, as predicted by the Monte Carlo and
logit simulators.
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Chapter 6: User Interface for Scenario Evaluation
Up to this point, development of the nested model has followed a theoretical approach: First,
market research data is used to calibrate the model's attribute coefficients and initial variable
matrices. Applying these inputs at the marginal and conditional decision levels, we are then
able to compute the overall nested probability of purchase for each observation in the dataset.
Finally, using actual merchandising information and the Taylor series method for variable
updating, we simulate consumer behavior to forecast the level of aggregate sales for each
brandsize throughout the sampled history.
The results obtained at this stage are interesting, insofar as they show the relative importance of
promotional activities in determining the probability of product purchase. However, from a
managerial point of view, the model's potential as a useful instrument for decision making can
be further developed: What we really need is a forecasting tool by which to evaluate the
effectiveness of proposed merchandising plans.
This chapter outlines the implementation of the user interface for scenario evaluation. We start
by describing the user needs and design goals under which the interface is conceived. Then, we
study the different design choices made while implementing the module. The chapter closes
with the analysis of a set of case scenarios, highlighting the way in which the model can serve
industry as a practical tool for decision support.
6.1. User Needs
As mentioned in the introduction of this report, trade promotions are an expensive and
important part of manufacturer's marketing efforts. Given the limited budget available for these
activities and the abundance of channel offerings, managers must find the optimal allocation of
funds needed to maximize the company's profits. Currently, decision makers rely mostly on
experience and market intuition to solve this problem. However, the need exists for better
instruments to help evaluate the results of proposed trade contracts.
Accuracy in the prediction of resulting sales levels is an important measure of the usefulness of
the model, but is not the only one. If the decision tool is to be of practical importance, it must
also be fast. Managers are not likely to wait hours for the results of a simulation, when they
can simply use their judgment in making a decision. To this extent, it is better to have a fast
model able to predict customer response to an acceptable level of accuracy, than a more
complicated model that can compute marginally superior results in much longer time.
At this point, it is important to clarify the difference between the model's parameter calibration
and customer simulation stages. Calibration is executed just one time and off-line.
Optimization of model parameters to provide the best description of household behavior,
requires considerable computation power and correspondingly, a long runtime. However, since
this process is carried only once for each dataset, the penalty paid for its delay is only marginal.
Of much greater importance is the execution speed of the simulation routine: Each proposed
merchandising scenario requires the computation a new set of purchase probabilities, and thus,
the simulation must be repeated every time an explanatory variable is changed. This is the
module managers will utilize most often, and where the usefulness of the model will be judged.
Another measure of practicality lies in the simplicity of the user interface. While the
mathematics of the model are likely to be above the level of the average manager, the only
interaction users will have with the underlying computation processes is through the model's
interface. Thus, the interface should be clear and easy to use. It must take input on the level,
time, and retail channel used for specific merchandising activities (in our case, product price,
feature advertising, and in-store display), and provide output on the resulting level of product
sales.
Evaluation of trade contracts is done on the basis of their contribution to the firm's profits.
However, in order to calculate the profits resulting from the sales of a product, we need
proprietary cost data that is closely kept by the manufacturers. Under this constraint, we
assume managers have access to product profitability information, and all they need is the
model's forecast of aggregate incremental sales under the proposed plan.
A related assumption on user needs, is the managerial focus on a particular brand. Although
manufacturers rarely market a single brandsize presentation, most trade promotion decisions
are done at the level of a particular product. Thus, the model should ask the user to identify a
single brandsize towards which the merchandising activity is directed, and output a detailed
analysis of the sales level projected for that same product. The effects of the proposed
merchandising activity on sales of competing products, are to be summarized on a simpler
report. Furthermore, we assume all competing brandsizes decide on trade promotions
independently, and thus we see no competitor reaction to the plan under study.
Finally, we hope this tool will be used intensively in the evaluation of numerous trade
alternatives, and thus we condense its output into a short report format. The report, however,
should entail the time series projection of baseline response', as well as the level of sales
resulting from the original merchandising plan2 and the proposed trade contract. Additionally,
the report should include the aggregate number of units sold under each of the three
merchandising scenarios.
6.2. Design Choices and Implementation
The following chart summarizes the steps of the user interface:
Exhibit 8 includes the screens, and exhibit 9 the code, utilized in the implementation of the
graphical simulator. Figure 4 shows a sample of the screens used in the interface. The module
is written in Matlab code, and thus it is evaluated from within the Matlab shell. At first,
'The baseline level of sales is the one expected under no merchandising activity.
2 The original merchandising plan, consists of the promotional scenario described for the last year of sales
in the original dataset. Proposed merchandising contracts are specified by the user as deviations from the
original case.
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Figure 4: Screen of the graphical user interface.
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the user is presented with the opening screen, which requests information on the brandsize and
retail channel used on the proposed merchandising plan. In our implementation, the model
includes six retail channels and the top ten selling brandsizes in the Marion, Indiana market.
After selecting the choices from two separate pull-down menus, or loading a previously saved
scenario, the user proceeds to the next screen.
The second window of the interface offers a preview of the selected merchandising conditions.
Initially, the scenario includes the merchandising conditions described in the original dataset,
for the chosen brandsize/retail channel combination over the last year of purchase data (January
to December 1994). The user specifies the proposed merchandising contracts as deviations
from this scenario. To modify the product price, in-store display, or feature advertising
conditions, the user is presented with a new screen, containing a more detailed plot of the
values for that particular variable over the year. In the case of price, the manager uses the
mouse to select new price points, whereas for display and feature the user selects checkboxes
for the weeks in which that kind of activity is present. All preview screens display both the
original and the proposed merchandising conditions, using different colors and line patterns to
differentiate between the two. The interface also provides the user with the option to save the
specified scenario, a feature that becomes very useful when evaluating a number of similar
trade plans.
From the overall merchandising window, the user proceeds into the computation screen, where
he or she enters an identifier to be included in the graphic output. Simulation of customer
response starts when the user confirms execution of the model, and involves preparing the data
from the changes specified in the previous screens, as well as running the Taylor simulation
over the last year of purchase activity. At this stage, the simulation is executed only for the
visits made to the particular store under study, and thus runtime is much shorter than it is in the
case of the complete sample. However, we need to simulate customer response for three
different scenarios: baseline, original, and proposed plan. To expedite this process, the module
saves the results of the baseline and original merchandising plan in an internal setup file. Since
these scenarios are not changed by the user, the interface first determines if the setup file exists
for the particular brandsize/retail channel combination being simulated. If the file exists, the
interface loads the corresponding results. If no setup file has been saved for that particular
combination, then the module runs the simulation, and then saves the setup file for future use.
In this way, a setup library is built for all possible brandsize/retail channel combinations in the
sample.
The final output of the model consists of two graphic screens: the first contains the time series
forecast of resulting sales under the original, proposed, and baseline3 merchandising scenarios,
as well as a preview of the merchandising conditions under each plan. Additionally, the screen
outlines the aggregate number of units sold under each scenario, as well as the incremental
aggregate over both the baseline and the original merchandising conditions. The second
graphic screen contains nine smaller time series plots, each one describing the predicted level
of sales for a competing brandsize in the sample.
The model's forecast is given in terms of expected aggregate sales for the overall Marion,
Indiana market. Since our dataset only contains information on a panel of 51 purchasing
households, overall market results are projected by using data on total brandsize sales for each
store in the sample. Thus, a scaling coefficient is calculated by dividing the actual market sales
over the sample's aggregate brandsize response, as predicted by the simulation of the original
scenario. By doing this for each brandsize, we derive a set of scaling factors that multiply the
results of the simulation to produce the overall level of market sales.
6.3. Case Evaluation
In order to understand how the logit simulator can be used as a practical tool for decision
making, we now analyze the case of a brand manager deciding on the allocation of funds for
trade promotions. First, we'll define the problem:
In the final days of the marketing planning season, Mr. Cran Berry, head manager of Ocean
Spray's Trade Marketing Division, receives two independent phone calls from the
merchandising representatives of accounts 223 and 229. Both channels have previously
agreed to a set of promotional activities for this year, but are now requesting funds for the
addition of one more Ocean Spray brandsize on an open spot left in their promotion calendars.
Coincidentally, both spots comprise the three week period from June 13 to July 4.
Since it is late in the planning season and all super-A features have already been allocated, the
representatives can only offer Mr. Berry either a type-B feature in the account's Sunday
3 In our implementation, we calculate the value of the variables at the baseline case by using the product
price data of the original merchandising scenario, and omitting any feature or display activity present
during the year of sales.
Newspaper advertisement, or a 20% discount in the retail price of the chosen product. Both of
these options would be supported by end of aisle displays.
Currently, Ocean Spray produces only Cranberry Cocktail Blend and markets the product in
two different presentations: 48 ounces and 64 ounces. Looking over last year's sales report,
Mr. Berry notices account 223 sold roughly twice as many units of each brandsize as account
229 did. Additionally, his notes on this year's merchandising contracts, show account 223 has
been allocated three times as much promotional allowance as account 229. With little money
left in his spending budget, Mr. Berry must decide which account's proposal to accept, and
what kind of promotion to run.
From a purely strategic point of view, Mr. Berry could be tempted to allocate the trade
allowance to account 229. By doing this, Ocean Spray not only wins the support of the
alienated channel, but also levels the competition ground for its brandsizes in that particular
account. Furthermore, the allowance already given to account 223 may seem large enough, and
it may not be clear what the marginal increase in sales resulting from this additional promotion
would be.
Figure 5 presents the sales forecast for the 64 oz. brandsize with a price cut on account 223.
Exhibit 10 includes the model's sales forecast for each of the alternative proposals. The
analysis of each case scenario is summarized in the following table:
48 oz. Brandsize 64 oz. Brandsize
Acct Case 1: Large incremental sales, Case 3: Large incremental
223 Price Cut moderate decay. sales, slow decay.
Acct and Case 2: Large initial trial, fast Case 4: Moderate initial trial,
229 Display decay. immediate decay.
Acct Case 5: Moderate incremental Case 7: Large incremental
223 Feature sales, moderate decay. sales, slow decay.
Acct and Case 6: Moderate initial trial, Case 8: Small initial trial,
229 Display fast decay. immediate decay.
Rather than studying each case separately, we outline the response phenomena illustrated by
the model, and the managerial implications for the allocation of trade allowances. Our first
observation is the similarity of the effects resulting from price cuts and feature advertisement.
Initial trial is much stronger in the cases involving price cuts, specially for the smaller
brandsize. Such observation can be explained by the risk factor involved with the trial of a new
product: the lower the price of the brandsize, the smaller the risk perceived by the
48
Figure 5: Sales forecast from the nested logit simulation.
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consumer. Furthermore, as the price per ounce of both products is reduced by 20%, the smaller
brandsize exhibits a lower price tag and posses less risk to potential buyers. Nevertheless, not
all trials induce a repeat purchase. As customers become acquainted with the product, only
some of the households buy the brandsize again and become loyal customers. Thus, regardless
of the reason behind the initial trial, we see a group of loyal households continues to buy the
product long after the promotion has passed.
A second observation is that the level of incremental sales after the promotion is not the same
in all cases. Customer loyalty appears increase much more in account 223 than in account 229.
Additionally, the unstable level of incremental sales in account 229, indicates trial of the 48 oz.
brandsize produces a small set of loyal customers that is eventually lost to the competition.
This outcome can be due to a number of reasons. First, the level of overall product sales may
indicate more households buy in account 223 than in account 229. Thus, a promotion in
account 223 reaches a larger number of households, and can potentially produce more loyal
customers.
Another possible reason behind the difference in observed loyalty, is the level of previous
promotions needed to obtain customer preference for a product. Specially in the presence of
strong competitor merchandising, a single promotion may not be enough to trigger repeat
product purchases. In this sense, channel merchandising seems to have a critical mass level,
which once reached makes later promotions more effective. The critical mass phenomenon
explains why merchandising in account 223, which heavily promotes both the 48 oz. and 64 oz.
presentations, produces such a large level of incremental sales. It also illustrates the reason
behind the periodic jumps in sales for cases 2 and 6, where the smaller brandsize is supported
by features and price cuts previous to the activity under study.
From the simulation, we can also see how promotions that span over multiple weeks produce
more incremental sales than the aggregate of multiple single-week promotions. The graphs
show one-week promotions involving price cuts and display, achieve incremental sales that last
for approximately four weeks, and peak at levels between 230% (case 3) and 275% (case 1)
higher than the baseline condition. Similar promotions running over three consecutive weeks,
are predicted to achieve incremental sales over periods closer to ten weeks, and to peak at
levels between 400% (case 3) and 700% (case 1) higher than the original condition.
A particular consequence of the multiple-week phenomenon is evident in case 7, where the 64
oz. presentation is promoted with price cuts and display, by account 223. In this example,
previous merchandising contracts call for the use of display and feature advertising during the
weeks starting June 7 and July 11. Thus, the new proposal creates a 5-week promotional
campaign, and triggers the sale of 2,932 incremental units over the original scenario. This is
the largest predicted increase of all cases under study.
Finally, these observations can be used to make the following recommendations:
1. If a single merchandising contract is to be signed, it should be a price cut for the 64 oz.
Cranberry Cocktail Blend presentation on account 223. This alternative results in the greatest
increase in aggregate sales, and encourages loyalty on a large number of purchasing
households.
2. If both contracts can be signed, then account 223 should provide a price cut for the 64 oz.
presentation, and account 229 should provide a price cut for the 48 oz. brandsize. This decision
maximizes the number of incremental units sold, and provides a push for the smaller brandsize
into the critical level of promotion needed in account 229.
3. If profitability data indicates price cuts are not in the interest of the manufacturer, then
feature advertising can be used instead. Although the number of initial trials is not as large as it
is in the case of price cuts, the use of features brings about a similar effect on loyalty and the
maximization of overall incremental sales.
Chapter 7: Suggestions for Future Improvements
This report has described the design and implementation of a nested logit model of customer
response, for use in the evaluation of alternative merchandising plans. We have studied the
steps involved in the calibration of parameter coefficients, as well as the methods used for the
simulation of purchase probabilities. This chapter concludes our presentation by pointing in
the direction of possible improvements to the model, and discussing the effects such extensions
may have on the simulator's usefulness as a managerial decision support tool.
Our primary focus for this project was the development of a fast purchase response simulator,
which users could use to evaluate different merchandising scenarios. Thus, our effort was
concentrated on making the user interface to the simulator as friendly and flexible as possible,
leaving calibration of explanatory coefficients as a one time job for an experienced Matlab
user. While this decision suites our current design goals, future versions may also provide an
interface for the calibration stage of the model. By doing so, the user would be able to apply
the same routine for evaluation of different product categories and sample markets.
The choice of explanatory variables included in our simulation, came as a result of experience
in the development of simpler models, as well as the information available in our sample
dataset. However, inclusion of additional variables may provide a closer approximation to
actual consumer behavior. For example, a set of dummy variables can be used to capture the
level of customer response induced by different types of features (i.e., super-A, A, B, and C),
and coupon activity. Additionally, a seasonality coefficient can be included to explain
variation in the level of sales of a particular brandsize, over different months of the year.
In terms of simulation output, it would be convenient to also include results on the final
profitability of trade promotions. However, in order to compute such analysis, we need cost
information which must be provided by the manufacturers themselves. Finally, the simulator
could also be extended to produce an English text memorandum, outlining the most salient
characteristics of induced customer response, in a form reminiscent of applications such as
CoverStory (Schmitz, Armstrong, and Little, 1990).
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Exhibit 1
Actual and predicted share for the 1013 dataset, calculated using the rungl.m module.
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Exhibit 2
Matlab routines used for determining the conditional probability of product purchase.
o visit generation module
rginal probability modules
%clean.m
%- Clears data of NaN. Use before running nested.m
% by Michel Montvelisky 3/19/96
outfile='c:\michel\nested\data2000\cl2000.mat';
fprintf('\nCleaning the data...\n\n');
row_ini=size(tyy, 1) ;
numhh..ini=size(hhvector(trip(:,1)),l);
fprintf('l) Checking entries in price and tprice...\n');
% If NaN in price, but UPC not purchased, then set the corresponding
% cs entry to zero, and set corresponding price and tprice to 0.0251
% If NaN in price, and UPC is purchased, then delete the corresponding
% row from all purchase and trip matrices.
IIpr, Ipc]=find(Isnan(price)); %Row and col index for NaNs in price
Idx=find(tyy(:,l)); %Index of trip purchases
Irem= [];
for i=l:size(Ipr,l)
t-yy(Ipr(i),Ipc(i)); %Test for purchase
if -t %NaN wasn't purchased
cs(Ipr(i),Ipc(i))=0; %set cs to zero
price(Ipr(i),Ipc(i))=0.0251; %set price to 0.0251
tprice(Idx(Ipr(i),:),Ipc(i))=0.0251; %set tprice to 0.0251
else %NaN was purchsed
Irem=[Irem;Ipr(i)];
end;
end;
%Delete corresponding rows
yy(Irem,:)=[];
cs(Irem,:)=[];
feature(Irem,:)=[];
display(Irem,:)=[];
price(Irem,:)=[];
hhwk(Irem,:)=[];
volume(Irem,:)=[];
tyy(Idx(Irem),:)=[];
tcs(Idx(Irem),:)=[];
tfeature(Idx(Irem),:)=[];
tdisplay(Idx(Irem),:)=[];
tprice(Idx(Irem),:)=[];
basket(Idx(Irem),:)=[];
trip(Idx(Irem),:)=[];
Itpr=find(sum(isnan(tprice'))==10); %NaN for whole category
tyy(Itpr,:)=[];
tcs(Itpr,:)=[];
tfeature(Itpr,:)=[];
tdisplay(Itpr,:)=[];
tprice(Itpr, :)=[];
basket(Itpr,:)=[=];
trip(Itpr, :)=[];
Itpc=find(isnan(tprice)); %remaining NaN
tprice(Itpc)=0.0251*ones(size(Itpc),1);
clear Itpr Itpc Ipr Ipc Idx Irem t Idx I;
row l=size(tyy, 1);
numhhl=size(hhvector(trip(:,l)),l);
fprintf('\t Got rid of %g HHs, %g rows...\n',numhhini-
numhhl, row_ini-row_l) ;
fprintf('2) Checking purchases during initialization...\n');
thh=trip(:,l);
hh=hhwk(:,l);
week=hhwk(:,2);
init=min(week)+ 0.5*(max(week)-min(week));
Iinit=find(init>week);
hhini=hhwk(Iinit,l); %these are the HHs that purchased s
% du;
rem=[]; %list
trem=[]; %last
for i=l:size(hh)
if -(any(htini==hh(i,:)))
rem=[rem;i];
end;
end;
for i=l:size(thh)
if -any(hhini==thh(i,:))
trem=[trem;i]J;
end;
end;
%rem=find(-any(hh_ini==hh));
%trem=find(-any(hh_ini==thh));
yy(rem,:)=[];
cs(rem,:)=[];
ring the initialization period.
of rows to remove
of trows to remove
omething
feature(rem,:)=[];
display(rem,:)=[];
price(rem,:)=[];
hhwk(rem,:)=[];
volume(rem,:)=[];
tyy(trem,:)=[];
tcs(trem,:)=[];
tfeature(trem,:)=[];
tdisplay(trem,:)= [];
tprice(trem,:)=[];
basket(trem,:)=[];
trip(trem,:)=[];
row_..2=size(tyy, 1);
numhh_2=size(hhvector(trip(:,l)),1);
fprintf('\t Got rid of %g HHs, %g rows...\n',(numhh-l-numbh_2),(row_l-
row_2));
fprintf('3) Checking purchases after initialization...\n');
thh=trip(:,l);
hh=hhwk(:,l);
week=hhwk(:,2);
Iinit=find(init<=week);
hh_ini=hhwk(I init,1); %these are the HHs that purchased something
rem=[J; %liI
trem=[]; I1iI
for i=l:size(hh)
if -(any(hh-ini==hh(i,:)))
rem=[rem;i];
end;
end;
for i=l:size(thh)
if -any(hhini==thh(i))
trem=[trem;i];
end;
after the initialization period.
st of rows to remove
st of trows to remove
end;
%rem=find(-any(hh.ini==hh));
%trem=find(-any(hhini==thh));
yy(rem,:)=[];
cs(rem,:)=[];
feature(rem,:)=[];
display(rem,:)=[];
price(rem,:)=[];
hhwk(rem,:)=[];
volume(rem,:)=l];
tyy(trem,:)=[];
tcs(trem,:)=[3];
tfeature(trem,:)=[];
tdisplay(trem,:)=[];
tprice(trem,:)=l];
basket(trem, :)=[];
trip(trem,:)=1];
row_3=size(tyy, 1);
numhh_3=size(hhvector(trip(:,l)),1);
fprintf('\t Got rid of %g HHs, %g rows...\n',numh hh2-numh_3,row_2-
row_3);
clear rem trem week hh thh init;
pack;
fprintf('\n In.total, got rid of %g HHs, %g rows...\n',.
numhh_ini-numhh_3,row_ini-row_3);
fprintf('\t%g Original HHs, %g Clean HHs\n',numhh-ini,numhh_3);
fprintf('\tg Original Purchase Opps, %g Clean Purchase
Opps\n',row_ini,row_3);
clear numhhini numhhl numhh__2 numhh_3 rowini row_l row_2 row_3;
clear hhini Iinit i;
eval(['save ' outfilel);
% Nested.M
% Upper level driver for multistage logit model
%
% by Michel Montvelisky, 3/2/96
infile='c:\michel\nested\data200O\c12000.mat';
eval(['load I infile]); %path of nested.mat
outfile='c:\michel\nested\data2000\calib.mat';
hh=hhwk(:,l);
week=hhwk(:,2); % Purchase Household and Week identifiers
thh=trip(:,1); % Trip Household identifier
tweek=trip(:,3); % Trip Week identifier
% Calculate conditional probabilities given a category purchase
%[beta, gamma, SEbeta,L, LO, loyff,probba,tsum]= condprob(yy, s,tcs,
% price, tprice, display, tdisplay, feature, tfeature,hh, thh,week);
condprob;
% Calculate category attractiveness for buy now alternative
[vpal= catatt(tsum);
% Build category decision varibles
%[catloy, inventory, catprice, first_buy, ini_inv, crate, catloyff = cat-
vars(yy, tyy, thh, tweek, tprice,volume,week, hh);
catvars;
basket=basket/mean(basket(:,l));
% Calculate marginal probability of buying from the category
% [delta, SEdelta, Ld,Ld0, prohma]=margprob(tyy, tcs, vpa, catloy, inven-
tory, catprice, basket, firstbuy, thh, tweek);
margprob;
% Print out a report to a file
%rep_nes;
% Plotting stage
plot.nes;
eval(['save ' outfile I beta delta gamma loyff ini_inv crate cat-
loyff;']);
% condprob.m -- Determines conditional probabilities given a purchase
% by Michel Montvelisky 12/7/95
%function (beta, gamma, SEbeta,L,LO, loyff,probba,tsum]=cond-
prob(yy,cs, ...
% tes,price, tprice,display, tdisplay, feature, tfeature,hh, thh,week);
% Set Up: Divide data into 3 periods
% Init = 1/2 data, Calib = 1/4 data, Hold Out = 1/4 data
fprintf('\nl) Determining conditional probabilities... \n');
diff=max(week)-min(week);
init=min(week)+0.5*diff;
cal=init+0.25*diff;
Ivector=find(week<init);
yy_ini=yy(Ivector,:);
hhini=hh(Ivector,:);
purchini=hhvector (hhini);
Cvector=find(week<=cal);
yy_cal=yy(Cvector,:);
cs_cal=cs(Cvector,:);
prcal=price(Cvector,:);
disp_cal=display(Cvector,) :
featcal=feature(Cvector,:);
hhcal=hh(Cvector,:);
purch-cal=hhvector(hhcal);
% Initialization period
% Used to determine each household's initial loyalty row
% loy0 == 0.5(overall mkt share) + 0.5(household's mkt share)
% A row is included for each household in the sample period.
% For households not in the init period, loyO=totmktshr
tot_pktshr(l, :)=mean(yyini);
purch=hhvector(hh);
num_hh=size(purch, 1);
hhmktshr=zeros (numhh,10):
temp=zeros (nuLmhh,1);j=l;k=l;l=l;ptr=l;
for i=l:num_hh
if -any(hh_ini==hh(j)) %hh not in init period
hhJktshr(i,:)=totjMktshr;
elseif purchini(k)>1l
hhmktshr(i, :)=mean (yy_ini(ptr:ptr+purch_ini(k)-, :));
ptr=ptr+purch_ini(k);
k=k+l;
else
hhmktshr(i,: )=yy_ini(ptr,:);
ptr=ptr+l;
k=k+l;
end; % if statement
if any(hh_cal==hh(j))
temp(i)=purch_cal(l);
1=1+1;
end;
j=j+purch(i); %update to the first purch of next hh
end; % for loop
loy0=0.5*(ones (numhh, 1) *totmktshr) + 0.5*hhmktshr;
% Calibration period
% Used to determine the beta coefficients and the gamma constant
% Call run_gl with the merchandising matrices corresponding to the
% calibration period. Rename overall merchandising matrices, and
% rename calibration merchandising matrices.
yy_.k=yy; ce_bk=cs; pr_bk=price; dispjbk=display;
featbk=feature; purchbk=purch;
purch=temp; yy=yy_cal; cs=cs_cal; price=pr_cal;
display=disp cal; feature=featcal;
clear temp;clear yy_cal;clear cs_cal;clear pr_cal;
clear disp_cal; clear featcal;
% Run MNIL regression to find maximum likelihood coefficients
rungl co;
SEbeta=beta(:,2)';
beta=beta(:,1)';
% This step determines the initial loyalty for each HH.
% Use the loyalty row obtained from rungl. If a household is not
% on the calibration period, then its loyalty is assumed to be
% the same as its loyalty at the end of the initialization period.
yy-yybk; cs=cs_bk; price=pr.bk; display=dispbk;
feature=featbk; purch=purchhbk;
clear yybk; clear cs_bk; clear pr_bk; clear disp_bk;
clear feat_bk; clear purchbk;
J=1; 1=1; ptr=1;
for i=l:size(purch, 1)
if any(hh_cal==hh(j)) thh in calib pd: use loyalty from rungl
while -(hh_cal(ptr)==hh(j)),
ptr=ptr+purch_cal(l);
1=1+1;
end %of while loop
loyff(i,:)=loyalty(ptr+purchcal(l)-l,:);
%take row corresponding to the HH's last purchase
else %hh not in calib pd: use loy0 from init period
loyff(i,:)=loy0(i,:);
end; %if statement
j=j+purch(i);
end; % for loop
% Now, calculate ach HH's loyalty for each purchase in the sample.
% Use initial loyalties obtained in loyff. Hopefully, this will con-
verge
% to the real HH's loyalty.
J=l;k=l;
[T J]=size(yy);
loy=zeros(size(price, 1),10);
for i=l:size(purch,1)
loy(j,:)=loyff(i,:); %Take the initial loyalty from loyff
j=j+l;
while j<k+purch(i) %Update loy for all of HH's purchases
loy(j,: )=gamma*loy(j-l,:) + (1-gamma)*yy(j-l,:);
j=j+l;
end;
k=j;
end;
% Finally, take the loyalty row corresponding to each HH's last pur-
chase as
% the convergent loyalty for that particular HH.
ptr=l; loyff=zeros (size(purch, 1), 10);
for i=l:size(purch,1)
ptr=ptr+purch(i);
%Go to the row corresponding to the following HH's first purchase
loyff(i,:)=loy(ptr-l,:); %take the previous row (previous HH's last
purch)
end; % for loop
clear loy;
% Determine Conditional Probability Matrix
tpurch=hhvector(thh);
tloy=zeros(size(tprice, 1) ,10);
j=1;
for i=l:size(tpurch,1)
k=tpurch(i);
ttemp=ones(k,l) * loyff(i,:);
tloy(j:j+k-l,:)=ttemp;
j=j+k;
end;
TVAR=['tprice ';
'tdisplay';
'tfeature';
'tloy '];
[T J]=size(tprice);
t=T*J;
[K a]=size(TVAR);
tcsl=ones(T,J);
f=find(tprice==0.0251):
tcsl(f)=zeros(size(f),l);
tcsl=reshape(tcsl',t,l);
xtt=[];
for k=1:4
xtt= [xtt;reshape(eval(TVAR(k, : ))',t,l)'];
end;
evb=exp(beta(l:4)*xtt + reshape([0 beta(5:13)]'*ones(1,T),t,1)');
evb=reshape(evb .* teal', J, T);
tsum=sum(evb); % sum over all UPC in a given trip
tsum= -tsum + tsum; % get rid of zeros
probba=(evb ./ (ones(J,1) * tsum))'; % TxJ conditional probability
SEbeta=SEcoeff;
% hhvector.m
%--creates a vector of the number of purchases by each hh
% by Michel Montvelisky 12/4/95
% requires: vector of household indices: hh
% outputs: vector of the number of consecutive purchases by each hh
function purch=hhvector(hh)
idx=l;
s=size(hh);
purch(idx)=l;
for n=2:s
if hh(n)==hh(n-l)
purch(idx, 1]=purch(idx, 1)+l;
else
idx=idx+l;
purch(idx, )=1;
end;
% rungl_co.m
Last revision: 3/02/96 (Michel)
% Multinomial Logit Guadangi and Little with ASC
VAR2= ['DloyDgamma
'loy
VAR =['yy
'cs
'price
'display
'feature
'ASC2
'ASC3
'ASC4
'ASC5
'ASC6
'ASC7
'ASC8
'ASC9
'ASC10
[K S] = size(VAR); % K = No. of variables
[Q,r] = size(VAR2);
[T J] = size(eval(VAR(1,:)));
t = T *J;
xt= [];
for k =3 : K - J + 1
xt = [ xt; reshape(eval(VAR(k,:))', t, 1)' ];
eval(['clear ',VAR(k,:)])
end;
VAR = [ VAR(1:2,:); VAR2; VAR(3:K,:) );
tau=loy0; %total no.of households x J
[q,r] = size(xt);
gamma = [.71];
clear K s r T J k t
[gammnal, loy, beta, ASC, SEcoeff,xt2,xt,theta,L,LO =
loggl_co(eval('yy*), eval('cs'), xt, VAR, [ -4.1494 1.0933 .1480 ],
tau,ganmna,purch,Q);
loyalty=xt2;
clear VAR Q xt xt2 tau NHT;
gamma = gammal(l,1);
%beta=[beta(:,l);theta(:,2);ASC(:,1)]';
beta=[beta;loy;ASC];
pack;
% logglco.m
function [gammal,loy,beta,ASC, SEtheta,xt2,xt,theta,L,LO] =
loggl_co(yy, cs, markxt,VAR,starting, tau,gamma,purch,Q)
% Last revision: 3/02/96 (Michel)
converge = .0001;
maxit2 = 20;
epsilon = 10^(-100);
[T J] = size(yy);
t =T J;
yy =yy'; % JxT
cs = reshape(cs',t,l);
[K1 a] = size(markxt); % K1 = No. of Marketing vars
K = Q + Kl; % K = Total # vars inc.
Deriv.loyalty
theta = [zeros(l,Q-1) 4 starting zeros(l,J-1)]; % preset starting
values
thetalist = theta;
testthetalist = [];
tolerance = [10^(-2)*ones(l,Q) 10^(-3)*ones(1,Kl+J-l)]; %Set low tol.
for der.
maxit = 10;
beta = starting;
L = [];
% OUTER LOOP
for it2 = 1: maxit2
if it2 >= 1
gamma = garma + theta(1) ./ theta(2) ;
theta(l:Q-1) = zeros(1,Q-1); % Reset theta deriv. to
end;
yy = reshape(yy,J,T);
cs = reshape(cs,J,T);
[xt2,xt] = clcglco(yy, cs,tau,gamua,purch,K,JT);
xt = [xt;markxt];
cs = reshape(cs,t,1);
0 INNER LOOP
for it = 1 : maxit
num = exp( theta(l:K) * xt ...
+ reshape([0 theta(K+1:K+J-1)]'* ones(l,T),t,1)'); % num=lxJT
num = reshape(num .* cs',J,T); 0 num=0 (JxT) if not in choice
set
prob = num ./ (ones(J.1) * sum(num)); % JxT
% Gradient
num = yy(:) - prob(:); a JTxl residual vector
delL = [ xt * num ; sum(reshape(num,J,T) ')']; % (K+J)xl
O Hessian
A = [];
num= zeros(K,T);
for j = 1 : J
tmp = xt(:, j:J:J*T) .* ( ones(K,l) * prob(j,:) ); 0 KxT
A = [ A; sum(tmp') ]; % append IxK
num = num + tmp;
end % num = KxT
H11 = - xt * ((prob(:) * ones(1,K)) .* xt' ) + num * num'; %
kxk
H12 = - A' + num * prob'; % KxJ and KxJ
H22 = - diag(sum(prob')) + prob * prob'; % JxJ
H = [H11 H12; H12' H22]; 0 merge block matrices
idx = [1 : K K+2:K+J ];
dtheta = -delL(idx)'/ H(idx,idx);
theta = theta + dtheta;
if (abs(dtheta ./ theta ) < tolerance)
break
end;
if -finite(sum(theta))
break
end;
end
format short
L = log(prob(:)'+(l-cs')) * yy(:); % to avoid log(0) for non-
choice set
share = mean(yy');
0
']:
'] i
LO = T*log(l/J);
covtheta = -inv(H(idx,idx));
SEtheta = sqrt(diag(covtheta))';
num = sum(prob.* yy); % IxT prob of chosen alt
(ce2] = max(prob); % lxT predicted choice
if abs(theta(l1,:Q-l1)) < converge
break;
end;
if -finite(sum(theta))
break
end;
end;
beta = [theta(3:5)' SEtheta(3:5)'];
tau = I];
delta = [];
gammal = [gamma SEtheta(l)];
gamma2 = [1 01;
loy = [theta(2) SEtheta(2)];
ASC = [theta(6:6+J-2)' SEtheta(6:6+J-2) '];
% clcgl_co.m
function [xt2,xt] = clcglco(yy, cstau.gammsa,purch, K,J,T)
% Last revision: 3/02/96 (Michel)
% Estimates Guadagni Little Model Multinomial
% DESCRIPTION OF MODEL
% Calculates tau as of 10/13/92 Notes
% Model = log(alpha) + BX
6 DEFINITIONS
6 purch: the matrix of number of purchases for each HH
6 alphat = alpha at time t (General notation for all vars)
6 alpha-t1 = alpha at time t-1 (General notation for all vars)% index2A used to develop xt matrix
epsilon = 10^(-100);
JT = J'T;
M = max(purch);
IHH a] = size(purch);
indexl = 1:HH' I
index2A = cumsum(purch) -purch;
index2A_l = cumsum(purch) -purch;
% used to develop xt
% used to develop xt
% used to develop xt
xtl = zeros(J,T);
xt2 = zeros(J,T);
% Step la:
% Calculate B,Y,V's
pit = purch;
indexlA = pit > 0;
index1 = find(indexlA == 1);
index2A_ = index2Al + indexlA;
index2 = index2Al(find(indexlA == 1));
[q,r] = size(index2);
Yt = zeros(J,HH);
for k = 1 : q
Y_t(:,indexl(k)) = yy(:,index2(k));
end;
% Step 1:
6 Calculate: loyalty and Dloy_tDgamma for the first purchase% at let purch Dloy_tDgamma = 0
% at let purch loyalty = tau (market share)
loyt=tau'; %JxHH
Dloy_tDgamma = zeroe(J,HH);
% Step 3: THE BIG STEP
% Calculate probabilities then alpha and DalphaDtau, DalphaDgam for
each purch
prob = [];
for p = 1: M
% Calculate the derivatives w.r.t gamma and tau and get new alpha
and S
% But First, some bookkeeping
Y_t1 = Yt;
loy_tl = loyt;
DloytlDgamma = Dloy_tDgamma;
%previous purchase
%previous loyalty
tprevious Dloy_tDgamma
% Step 3a: Save derivatives in an xt matrix to return to log3tau.m
6 indexl tells if HH made a purch on this loop or not
% pit decrements the purch vector by 1 at each purchase
6 index2A is the index of the purchases for each purch
6 index2 is the index for xt
% and YES this is a bit confusing at first!
pit = purch + 1 - p;
indexlA = pit > 0;
indexl = find(indexlA == 1);
index2A = index2A + indexlA;
index2 = index2A(find(indexlA == 1));
[q,r] = size(index2);
for k = 1 : q
xtl(:, index2 (k) ) = Dloy_tDganmma(:, index1(k));
xt2(:,index2(k)) = loyt(:,indexl(k));
end;
if p == M
break
else
% Calculate next cycle alpha_t
pit = purch - p;
indexIA = pit > 0;
index1 = find(indexlA == 1);
index2A_1 = index2A_ + indexlA;
index2 = index2A_l(find(indexlA == 1));
(q,r] = size(index2);
Yt = zeros(J,HH);
for k = 1 : q
Yt(:,indexl(k)) = yy(:,index2(k));
end;
loy_t = gamma . loytl + Ytl .* (1-gamma)
DloytDganmma = gamma .* DloytlDgamna + loy_tl - Y_tl
xt = [reshape(xtl,l,JT);
reshape(xt2,l,JT)];
xt2=xt2V;
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Exhibit 3
Matlab routines used for determining the marginal probatbility of category purchase.
To condi
probability
-- -- - -- - I
% Catatt.m
% Calculates category attractiveness for buy now alternative% vpa is a #trips x 2 matrix.
% by Michel Montvelisky 3/02/96
function[vpal=catatt(tsum)
fprintf('\n2) Determining category attractiveness...\n');
vpal=log(tsum');
vpa=[vpal zeros(size(vpal,1),l)];
% Catvars.m
% Builds category choice explanatory variables:
% category loyalty, hh inventory, category price
% By Michel Montvelisky, 3/8/96
%function [catloy, inventory, catprice, firstbuy, ini_inv,...
% crate, catloyff]=catvars(yy, tyy, thh, tweek, tprice,volume,week,hh)
fprintf('\n3) Determining category choice variables... \n');
% Setup: identify initialization purchases and trips
diff=max(tweek)-min(tweek);
init=min(tweek)+ l*diff; 8 Set initialization period
Itvector=find(tweek<=init);
tyyini=tyy(ltvector,:);
thhini=thh(Itvector,:);
tpriceini=tprice(Itvector,:);
tweek_.ini=tweek(Itvector,:);
tpurch..ini=hhvector(thhini);
tpurchtot=hhvector(thh);
numhhtini=size(tpurchini,l) :;
numhhttot=size(tpurch, l);
Ivector=find(week<=init);
yyini=yy(Ivector,:); % Purchases corresponding to Init Pd
hini=hh(Ivector,:);
purchini=hhvector(hhini);
purchtot=hhvector(hh);
numhhini=size(purcini,1);
numhhtot=size(purchtot, 1);
volume_ini=volume(Ivector,:);
% Test sample for correctness
fprintf('\nSample correctness test:\n\n');
if (numhhini-=numhhtini)
fprintf('\tWarning: Number of households in initialization does not
match.\n');
fprintf('\tNumber of households in purchase initialization:
%g\n',numhh_ini);
fprintf('\tNumber of households in trip initialization:
%g\n',numhhtini);
end;
if sum(sum(yy))-=sum(tyy(:,l))
fprintf('\tWarning: Household purchases do not match!\n');
fprintf('\tg purchases in trip data, %g purchases in purchase
data.\n',...
sum(tyy(:,1)), sum(sum(yy)));
end;
if sum(sum(yyini))-=sum(tyy_ini(:,l))
fprintf('\tWarning: Household initialization purchases do not
match!\n');
fprintf('\tg purchases in trip data, %g purchases in purchase
data.\n',...
sum(tyyini(:,l)), sum(sum(yy_ini)));
end;
fprintf('\nTesting household purchases during initialization
period...\n');
if (numhhini-=numhhtot)
fprintf('\tWarning: %g Households are missing from the initializa-
tion period.\n',...
numhhtot-numbhini);
end;
for i=l:numhhini
if (purch..ini(i)<2)
fprintf('\tWarning: Only %g purchases by household %g during
init.\n',purch_ini(i),i);
end;
end;
fprintf('\nTesting household trips during initialization
period.. \n');
for i=l:numhhtini
if (tpurch_ini(i)<2)
fprintf('\tWarning: %g Trips by household %g\n',numhh_tini,i);
end;
end;
% Category loyalty
ptr=l;
catloy=zeros(size(tyy, 1),2);
catloyff=zeros(numhh.tini,2);
for i=l:numhh_tini
if(tpurchini(i)>l)
temp-mean(tyyini(ptr:ptr+tpurch_ini(i)-1,:));
else
temp=tyy_ini(ptr);
end;
catloy(ptr:ptr+tpurchtot(i)-1,:)=ones(tpurchtot(i) l) *temp;
catloyff(i,:)=temp;
ptr=ptr+tpurchini(i);
end;
%Household Inventory
quant=zeros(size(tyyini,l),l);
def_quant=zeros(size(tyy,l),l);
Q=find(tyyini(:,l)); % Index of buying trips
defQ=find(tyy(:,l));
quant(Q)=volumeini;
def_quant(def_Q)=volume;
% A) Consumption Rate
crate=zeros(numhhtini,1);
ptr=l; def.ptr=l;
for i=l:numhhtini
n=l+tweek_ini(ptr+tpurch-ini(i)-l)-tweekini(ptr);
%number of weeks in initialization period for the household
tot=sum(quant(ptr:ptr+tpurch_ini(i)-l));
if (tot==0)
fprlntf('\tWarning: Household %g did not make a purchase during
tot=sum(defquant(def_..ptr:def_ptr+tpurch_.tot(i)-1));
n=tweek (defptr+tpurchtot(i)-l)-tweek(defptr) +1;
end;
crate(i,:)=1.5*tot/n; 4150% crate to compensate for underestima-
tion
ptr=ptr+tpurchini(i);
defn.ptr=defptr+tpurchttot(i);
end;
% B) Initialize Inventory
inv=zeros(size(yy_ini,l),l);
iniinv=zeros (numhhtini,l );
tmp=0;
J=1;k=l;
for i=l:numhhtini
inv(j)=iniinv(i);
J=j+l;
while j<k+tpurch-ini(i)
temp=inv(j-l)-(tweekini(j)-tweek_ini(j-1)) + quant(j-l)/crate(i);
if temp>-100
inv(j)=temp;
else
inv(j)=-100;
end;
J=jj+;
end;
ini-inv(i,:)=-min(inv(k:k+tpurch..ini(i)-1));
k=j;
end;
% C) Run complete inventory
inventory=zeros (size(tyy, 1 l);
quant=zeros(size(tyy,l),.l);
quant(defQ)=volume;
j=l;k=l;
for i=l:numhhtini
inventory(j, :)=ini_inv(i);
j=j+l;
while j<k+tpurchtot(i)
temp=inventory(j-l)-(tweek(j)-tweek(j-l)) + quant(j-l)/crate(i);
if temp<0
temp=0;
elseif temp>100
temp=100;
end;
inventory(j)=temp;
J=j+l;
end;
k=j;
end;
%inventory(:,l)=inventory(:,l)/40
inventory= [inventory zeros(size (inventory, 1),1)];
% Category price
catprice=zeros(size(tprice,l),l);
for i=1:size(tprice)
f=find(tprice(i,:)-=0.0251);
catprice(i)=mean(tprice(i,f));
end;
catprice=[catprice zeros(size(catprice, 1),1)];
% First purchase opportunity dummy
firstjbuy-zeros(size(tyy, 1),1);
flag=0;
for i=1:size(tyy,l) % Loop through all purchase oppe
if (tyy(i,1l) & -flag) %If there is a purchase and it is
first_buy(i)=l; % the first in that trip
flag=l;
elseif (-tyy(i,1l) & flag) %This is the last purch opp of trip
flag=0;
end;
end;
firstbuy=[first_buy zeros(size(first_buy,1),1)];
% margprob.m
%-- Determines the marginal probability of making a
% category purchase on a shopping trip.
% by Michel Montvelisky 3/11/96
%function [delta, SEdelta,Ld, Ld0,probmal=margprob(tyy, tes,vpa, cat-
loy, inventory,....
% catprice, basket, first_buy, thh, tweek);
fprintf('\n4) Determining marginal probability coefficients... \n');
% Set Up: Define a calibration period
diff=max(tweek)-min(tweek);
init=min(tweek)+O.5*diff;
cal=init+0.25*diff;
Cvector=find(tweek<=cal);
tyy_cal=tyy(Cvector, :);
tcs_cal=tcs (Cvector, :);
vpacal=vpa(Cvector,:);
catloyatloyatloy(Cvector, :);
inventory_cal=inventory(Cvector, :);
catprice_calrca tprice(Cvector,:);
basket_cal=basket(Cvector,:);
firstbuycal=firstbhuy(Cvector,:);
tyy_bk=tyy; tyy=tyy_cal;
tcsbk=tcs; tcs=tcs_cal;
vpa bk=vpa; vpa=vpacal;
catloybk=catloy; catloy=catloycal;
inventorybk=inventory; inventory=inventory_cal;
catprice_bk=catprice; catprice=catpricecal;
basket_bk=basket; basket=basket_cal;
first_buybk=first_buy; firstbuy=first..buy_cal;
% Run MNL regresion to find maximum likelihood coefficients
mnl_ma;
tyy=tyy_.bk;
tcs=tcs._bk;
vpa=vpabk;
catloy=catloybk;
inventory=inventorybk;
catprice=catpricebk;
basket=basketbk;
firstbuy=first,_buybk;
% Determine marginal probability matrix
TVAR=['vpa ';
'catloy
'inventory ';
'catprice ';
'basket
'firstbuy '];
[T J]=size(catloy);
[K a]=size(TVAR);
t=T*J;
tcs=reshape(tcs',t,1);
xtt= [];
for k=l:K
xtt=[xtt;reshape(eval(TVAR(k,:))',t,1)'];
end;
eva=exp(delta(l:K)*xtt + reshape(([delta(K+1) 0]'*ones(l,T)),t,1)');
eva=reshape(eva .* tes', J, T);
summ=sum(eva);
probma= (eva .I (ones(J, 1) * sumnm));
probma=probma' ;
% mnlma.m
% -- Variant of runmnl.m that determines the coefficients
% delta for category purchase variables.
9 Category purchase variables: Buy now dummny, category attractiveness
9 category loyalty, household inventory, and category price.
9 by Michel Montvelisky 3/12/96
Starting = [0 0 0 0 0 0]; % Any better guesses?
VAR = ['tyy
'tcs
'vpa
'catloy
'inventory
'catprice
'basket
'firstbuy
'buy_now
[K S1 = size(VAR); % K = No. of variables
(T J] = size(eval(VAR(l,:)));
t = T* J;
xt = [;
for k = 3 : K-(J-1)
xt = [ xt; reshape(eval(VAR(k,:))', t, 1)' 1;
end; % for k
[delta,SEdelta,,LLd0]=ogitma(tyy, tcs, xt, VAR, Starting);
% clear VAR K S T J k t xt;
% Iogitma.m
& -- Variation of logit3.m to optimize coefficents
% delta of category purchase variables.
9 by Michel Montvelisky 3/12/96
function [delta,SEdelta,Ld,Ld0] = logitma(tyy, tcs, xt, VAR, start-
ing)
[T J] = size(tyy);
t =T* J;
tyy = tyy'; % JxT
toes = reshape(tcs',t,l);
[K a] = size(xt); % K = No. of attributes
delta = [starting 0];
deltalist = delta;
testdeltalist = [];
tolerance = 10
^ (-8)*ones(l,K+J-l);
maxit = 20;
for it = 1 : maxit
% Newton-Raphson
num = exp( delta(l:K) * xt ...
+ reshape([delta(K+1) 0]'* ones(l,T),t,l)'); % num=lxJT
num = reshape(num .* tcs',J,T); a num=0 (JxT) if not in choice
set
prob = num ./ (ones(J,l) * sum(num)); % JxT
% Gradient
num = tyy(:) - prob(:); % JTxl residual vector
delL = [ xt * num ; sum(reshape(num,J,T)')']; % (K+J)xl
% Hessian
A = [];
num = zeros(K,T);
for j = 1 : J
tmp = xt(:, j:J:J*T) .* ( ones(K,l) * prob(j,:) ); % KxT
A = [ A; sum(tmp') ]; % append IxK
num = num + tmp;
end % num = KxT
H11 = - xt * ((prob(:) * ones(l,K)) .* xt' ) + num *num'; 9 kxk
H12 = - A' + num * prob'; % KxJ and KxJ
H22 = - diag(sum(prob')) + prob * prob'; 9 JxJ
H = [H11 H12 ; H12' H22]; % merge block matrices
idx = (l:K+1]; % index to eliminate ASC1 to avoid singularity
ddelta = -delL(idx)'/ H(idxidx);
delta = delta + ddelta;
testdelta = abs(ddelta)./abs(delta);
deltalist = [deltalist;delta];
testdeltalist = [testdeltalist;testdelta];
if (abs(ddelta) ./abs(delta) < tolerance)
break
end
end
format short
Ld=log(prob(:)'+(l-tcs'))*tyy(:);
LdO=T*log(l/J);
covdelta=-inv(H(idx, idx));
SEdelta=sqrt(diag(covdelta))';
%Repnes.m
% -- Outputs the results of the nested run to a file
% by Michel Montvelisky 3/18/96
repfile='c:\michel\nested\data2000\report.txt';
if exist(repfile)
eval(['delete ' repfile]);
end;
fprintf('\n5) Reporting results... \n');
VAR=['price ';
'display';
'feature';
'loyalty';
'ASC2 ';
'ASC3 ;
'ASC4
'ASCS ';
'ASC6 ';
'ASC7 ';
'ASC8 ;
'ASC9 1;
'ASC10 '];
TVAR=['category attractiveness';
'category loyalty 1;
'household inventory
'category price
'basket 1;
'first buy
'buy-now dummy '];
fprintf(repfile, '\n\tResults from Nested Run on ');
tit=['Data Set ' num2str(size(yy,1))];
fprintf(repfile,tit);
fprintf(repfile, '\n\n\t\tConditional probability...\n');
fprintf(repfile, 'VARIABLE COEFF STD.ERROR T-VALUE\n');
for k=l:size(VAR,1)
fprintf(repfile,VAR(k,:));
fprintf(repfile,' %#8.4f %#8.4f %#8.4f\n',.
beta(k), SEbeta(k), beta(k)./SEbeta(k));
end;
fprintf(repfile,'\n Loglikelihood value = %7.2f\n',L);
fprintf(repfile,' Null Loglikelihood = %7.2f\n',LO);
fprintf(repfile,' U-square = %7.5f\n',l-(L/L0));
fprintf(repfile,'\n\n\t\tMarginal probability...\n');
fprintf(repfile, 'VARIABLE COEFF STD.ERROR
T-VALUE\n');
for k=l:size(TVAR,1)
fprintf(repfile,TVAR(k,:));
fprintf(repfile,' %#8.4f %#8.4f %#8.4f\n',...
delta(k), SEdelta(k), delta(k).I/SEdelta(k));
end;
fprintf(repfile,'\n Loglikelihood value = %7.2f\n',Ld);
fprintf(repfile, ' Null Loglikelihood = %7.2f\n',LdO);
fprintf(repfile,' U-square = %7.5f\n',l-(Ld/Ld0));
% plotnes.m
S -- Plots the overall probability of buying a particular UPC
% by Michel Montvelisky 3/13/96
fprintf('\n6) Plotting the graphs...\n');
bsm=('<HIC, HIC, 4602, CAN, PNCHCHRY>
'<PL/GEN, PL, 6402, BTL, APLJC>
'<PL/GEN, PL, 460Z, CAN, TOM>
'<VS, V8, 460Z, CAN, VEG>
'<GATRD, GATRD, 320Z, BTL, ISO>
'<RDGLD, RDGLD, 460Z, CAN, TOM>
'<OSPRY, CRN, 480Z, BTL, CRNCBLD> ';
'<OSPRY, CRN, 640Z, BTL, CRNCBLD>
'<HUNTS, HUNTS, 4602, CAN, TOM> 0 ;
'<HIC, HIC, 8.50Z3CT, BOX, PNCHCHRY>'];
dd=[5921231;5930107;5940114;5950121;
5960128;5970204;5980211;5990218;
6000225;6010304;6020311;6030318;
6040325;6050401;6060408;6070415;
6080422;6090429;6100506;6110513;
6120520;6130527;6140603;6150610;
6160617;6170624;6180701;6190708;
6200715;6210722;6220729;6230805;
6240812;6250819;6260826;6270902;
6280909;6290916;6300923;6310930;
6321007;6331014;6341021;6351028;
6361104;6371111;6381118;6391125;
6401202;6411209;6421216;6431223;
6441230;6450106;6460113;6470120;
6480127;6490203;6500210;6510217;
6520224;653030303;6540310;6550317;
6560324;6570331;6580407;6590414;
6600421;6610428;6620505;6630512;
6640519;6650526;6660602;6670609;
6680616;6690623;6700630;6710707;
6720714;6730721;6740728;6750804;
6760811;6770818;6780825;6790901;
6800908;6810915;6820922;6830929;
6841006;6851013;6861020;6871027;
6881103;6891110;6901117;6911124;
6921201;6931208;6941215;6951222;
6961229;6970105;6980112;6990119;
7000126;7010202;7020209;7030216;
7040223;7050302;7060309;7070316;
7080323;7090330;7100406;7110413;
7120420;7130427;7140504;7150511;
7160518;7170525;7180601;7190608;
7200615;7210622;7220629;7230706;
7240713;7250720;7260727;7270803;
7280810;7290817;7300824;7310831;
7320907;7330914;7340921;7350928;
7361005;7371012;7381019;7391026;
7401102:7411109;7421116;7431123;
7441130;7451207;7461214;7471221;
7481228;7490104;7500111;7510118;
7520125;7530201;7540208;7550215;
7560222;7570229;7580307;7590314;
7600321;7610328;7620404;7630411;
7640418;7650425;7660502;7670509;
7680516;7690523;7700530;7710606;
7720613;7730620;7740627;7750704;
7760711;7770718;7780725;7790801;
7800808;7810815;7820822;7830829;
7840905;7850912;7860919;7870926;
7881003;7891010;7901017;7911024;
7921031;7931107;7941114;7951121;
7961128;7971205;7981212;7991219;
8001226];
% Build a full trip driven yy matrix...
tyyf=zeros(size(tyy,1),size(yy,2));
q=find(tyy(:,l));
probtt=probba(q,:);
[b I]=sort(week);
% Sort trips based on week &day
yytt=yy(I,:)';
probtt=probtt(I,:)';
weektt=week(I,:);
% Print the graphs...
wkcountt=hhvector (weektt);
numofwkt=size(wkcountt,1);
int=2;
fig=3;
for ct=l:size(probtt,l)
t=[];
xx= [;
p=l;j=l;
for i=l:int:numofwkt
if (numofwkt-i)<int
wkprobtt(j)=mean(probtt(nt,p:p+sum(wkcountt(i:numofwkt))-1));
wkyytt(j)--mean(yytt(ct,p:p+sum(wkcountt(i:numofwkt))-l));
kd=dd(weektt(floor(p+sum(wkcountt(i:numofwkt))/2),:)-591,2);
p=p+sum(wkcountt(i:numofwkt));
else
wkprobtt(j)=mean(probtt(ct,p:p+sum(wkcountt(i:i+int-1))-1));
wkyytt(j)--mean(yytt(ct,p:p+sum(wkcountt(i:i+int-1))-l));
kd=dd(weektt(floor(p+sum(wkcountt(i:i+int-1))/2),:)-591,2);
p=p+sum(wkcountt(i;i+int-1));
end;
kd=int2str(kd);
if size(kd,2)<4
kd=['O' kd];
end;
xx=[xx;kd];
t=[t j]; J=J+1;
end;
tx=floor(j/10);
xx=xx(l:tx:size(xx,1),:);
xxt=t(1,1:tx:size(t,2));
if fig<3
subplot('position',[0.1 0.12 0.85 0.3));
fig=fig+l;
else
figure;
fig=l;
text('String', "-' is predicted share', 'fontsize', [12], 'posi-
tion',...
[.1 -0.15 0],'units', 'Normalized');
text('String', '--" is actual share','fontsize',[12],'posi-
tion',...
[.7 -0.15 0],'units', 'Normalized');
text('String','Calibration of the Nested Model at the Conditional
Level','fontsize',[12],...
'position',[.12 1.05 0],'Units','Normalized','fontunder-
line', 'on');
set(gca,'Visible','off');
subplot('position', [0.1 0.57 0.85 0.3]);
fig=fig+1;
end;
plot(t,wkprobtt,'-',t,wkyytt,'--');
s=[num2str(size(tyy, 1)) ' Data Set, (' .
num2str(int) '-wk pds)'];
tt=[bem(ct,:)];
set(gca,'XTickLabels',xx,'fontsize',[8],'XTick',xxt);
ylabel(s,'fontsize',[8])
title(tt, 'fontsize', [8])
dim=axis;
if fig==3
print;
end;
end;
for i=l:size(q,l)
tyyf(q(i),:)=yy(i,:);
end;
% Build a full trip driven prob matrix...
prob=probba .* (prohma(:,l) * ones(1,isze(probba,2)));
% Now, sort the data. The trip matrix includes a row for each trip,
% identifying [HH DAY WEEK STORE].
[b I]=sort((trip(:,3)*10)+trip(:,2));
% Sort trips based on week &day
tyyf=tyyf(I,:)';
prob=prob(I,:)';
tweek=tweek(I, :);
% Print the graphs...
wkcount=hhvector(tweek) ;
numofwk=size(wkcount,l);
int=2;
figure;
fig=3;
for ct=l:size(prob, 1)
t=[];
xx=[]l
p=l;j=1;
for i=l:int:numofwk
if (numofwk-i)<int
wkprob(j)=sum(prob(ct,p:p+sum(wkcount(i:numofwk))-l));
wkyy(j)=sum(tyyf(ct,p:p+sum(wkcount(i:numofwk))-1));
kd=dd(tweek(floor(p+sum(wkcount(i:numofwk))/2),:)-591,2);
p=p+sum(wkcount(i:numofwk));
else
wkprob(j)=sum(prob(ct,p:p+sum(wkcount(i:i+int-1))-l));
wkyy(j)=sum(tyyf(ct,p:p+sum(wkcount(i:i+int-l))-1));
kd=dd(tweek(floor(p+sum(wkcount(i:i+int-1))/2),:)-591,2);
p=p+sum(wkcount(i:i+int-1));
end;
kd=int2str(kd);
if size(kd,2)<4
kd=['0' kd];
end;
xx=[xx;kd];
t=[t j]; j=j+l;
end;
tx=floor(j/10);
xx=xx(l:tx:size(xx,l),:);
xxt=t(l,1:tx:size(t,2));
if fig<3
subplot('position',[0.1 0.12 0.85 0.31);
fig=fig+1;
else
figure;
fig=l;
text('String', '"- is predicted sales level','fon-
tsize', [12], 'position',...
[.1 -0.15 0],'units','Normalized');
text('String', "--' is actual sales level','fontsize',[12],'posi-
tion',...
[.7 -0.15 0], 'units','Normalized');
text('String', Calibration of the Overall Nested Model','fon-
tsize', [12], ...
'position', .15 1.05 0],'Units', Normalized', fontunder-
line','on');
set(gca, 'Visible', off ');
subplot('position',[0.1 57 0.85 0.3]);
fig=fig+l;
end;
plot(t,wkprob,'-',t,wkyy,'--');
s=[num2str(size(tyy,l)) ' Data Set, (' .
num2str(int) '-wk pds)'];
tt=lbsm(ct, :)];
set(gca, 'XTickLabels',xx, 'fontsize', [8], 'XTick',xxt);
ylabel(s,'fontsize',[8])
title(tt, 'fontsize', [8])
dim=axis;
if fig==3
print;
end;
end;
Exhibit 4
Matlab plots of predicted vs. actual sales for the datal000 and data2000 sets.
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Exhibit 5
Matlab routines used in the simulation of product purchases.
% visits.m
% Creates store visit driven explanatory variables, from purchase
% opportunity driven matrices.
% Saves new matrices in a hardcoded outfile: dcs,dprice,ddisplay,dfea-
ture,
% vilit,upcvol,dbasket
% by Michel Montvelisky, 4/4/96
infile='d:\michel\nested\data20000\c2000.mat';
visfile='d:\michel\nested\data2000\visit.mat';
eval(['load ' infile]);
fprintf('\n\nBuilding store visit data out of purchase opportunity
data...\n');
% First, build an index of store visits
ini_opp=size(tcs, l);
Idx=[1;zeros(size(trip, 1)-1,1)]; % initialize index
for i=2:size(trip, 1)
e dx(i,:)=-all(trip(i,:)==trip(i-1,:));
end;
I=find(Idx);
% Second, build the matrices
dcs=tcs(I,:);
dprice=tprice(I,:);
ddisplay=tdisplay(I,:);
dfeature=tfeature(I,:);
visit=trip(I, :);
kk--mean(basket(I, :));
dbasket=basket(I,:)/kk(1,1);
% Third, build the product size matrix
upcvol=zeros(10,1);
for i=l:size(upcvol,1)
f=find(yy(:,i));
upcvol(i,1)=volume(f(1,1));
end;
% Fourth, save the matrices into the outfile
num.visits=size(dcs,1);
fprintf('\tFound %g store visits out of %g purchase opportuni-
ties\n',numvisits,ini_opp);
eval([ 'save ' visfile ' dcs dprice ddisplay dfeature visit upcvol
dbasket;'I);
%simul3.m
% - Store visit driven simulation of customer purchase% response. All households at a time
% by Michel Montvelisky, 4/4/96
fprintf('\nSimulating customer purchase response...\n');
simulfile='c:\michel\nested\datal000\simul.mat';
load c:\michel\nested\datal000\calib.mat;
load c:\michel\nested\datal00\visit.mat;
MN=0.09; % This is the magic number
nv=hhvector(visit(:,l));
numhh=size(nv,l);
J=[0;cumsum(nv(l:numhh-l))]+1; %new_hh index
probff=(];
probcf=[];
prob•f=[];
Idx=[]; %index of probff by Household
Idw=[]; %index of probff by week
IHH=(l:num._hh)'; %Household index
% Initialize matrices, number of rows = number of HHs
catloybk=catloyff;
cratebk=crate;
init=l; %Initialization flag;
last_inv=ini.inv;
lastloy=loyff;
last-probba=zeros(numnhh,10);
lastprobkf=zeros(num•hh,10);
maxyv=max(nv); % maximum number of store visits by any HH
for i=l:max v % loop through store visits
k-0;
fprintf('\ng out of %g.',i,maxv);
jj=find(i<=nv(:,l));
IH=IHH(jj,:);
nu(now=size(jj,l);
TNJ(jj);
currweek=visit(T+i-1,3);
curr inv=last_inv(jj,:);
currloy=last_loy(jj,:);
probba=lastprobba(jj,:);
probkf=lastprobkf(jj,:);
catloyff=catloybk(jj,:);
crate=cratebk(jj,l);
aa=(l:numnow)';
while 1 % infinite loop
catloyff=catloyff(aa,:);
crate=crate(aa,:);
vcs=dcs(T+i-l,:);
price=dprice(T+i-l,:);
display=ddisplay(T+i-l,:);
feature=dfeature(T+i-l,:;);
basket=dbasket(T+i-l,:);
k=k+l;
ncount=[];
fprintf('\n\topportunity %g,active HHs: %g\n',k,size(aa,1));
ncount=isnan(probba(:, 1));
if sum(ncount)
fprintf('\tWarning: Household %d has probba of NaN
HL!\n',IH(find(ncount)));
end;
%update loyalty and inventory
if (-init) %initialization needs no updating
prevweek=curr_week(aa, :);
curr.week=visit(T+i-l,3);
currinv=curr_inv(aa,l) - (currweek-prev_week) +
(probkf(aa, :)*upcvol) ./crate;
tt=find(currinv(:,1)>100);
zz=find(curr_inv(:,l)<0);
curr_inv(tt,l)=100*ones(size(tt));
curr_inv(zz,l)=zeros(size(zz));
curr_loy=(gamma*currloy(aa,:)) + (1-gamma)*probba(aa,:);
else
init=0;
end;
% Determine the probability matrices
% First, the conditional probability
t=numnow*10;
xt=[reshape price',t,1)';
reshape(display',t,l)';
reshape(feature',t,l)';
reshape(curr_loy',t, 1)'];
ccs=ones(numanow,10);
f=find(price==0.0251);
ccs(f)=zeros(size(f));
ccs=reshape(ccs,t,1);
evb=exp(beta(l:4)*xt + reshape([0
beta(5:13)' *ones(l,numnow),t,1)');
evb=reshape(evb .* ccs',10,numrnow);
summ=sum(evb)+(-sum(evb)); %to take
available in the category
probba=(evb ./ (ones(10,1)*summn))';
% Now, the marginal probability
vpa=[log(sunmm') zeros(nuunow, l)];
curr_inv=[curr_inv zeros(numnow, 1)];
care of no products are
price(f)=zeros(size(f));
catprice=[mean(price')' zeros(numLnow,l)];
t=numnow*2;
xtt=[reshape(vpa',t,1)';
reshape(catloyff',t,1)';
reshape(curr_inv',t,l)';
reshape(catprice',t,l)';
reshape(basket',t,l) '];
vcs=reshape(vcs',t,l);
evd=exp(delta(l:5)*xtt + reshape([delta(7)
0)'*ones(1,nunmnow),t,1)');
evd=reshape(evd .* vcs',2,nuc.now);
sumd=sum(evd);
probma=(evd ./ (ones(2,1)*sumd))';
% Lastly, the total probability matrix
probkf=(probma(:,l)*ones(1,10)) .* probba;
probmf= [probhf;prohnbma];
probcf=[probcf;probbal;
IH=IH(aa,:);
Idx=[Idx;IH];
Idw=[Idw;curr_.week];
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% Now, test to see if there are any extra purchase opportunities
in this visit
bb=find(MN>=probma(:,l));
aa=find(MN<probma(:,l) & k<2);
last inv(IH(bb,:),;:)=currinv(bb,l);
last_loy(IH(bb,:),:)=curr_loy(bb,:);
lastprobba(IH(bb,:),:)=probba(bb,:);
last_probkf(IH(bb,:), :)=probkf(bb,:);
numnow=size(aa,1);
T=T(aa,:);
% size(aa),size(bb),pause;
if (num_now==D)
break; % go to the next store visit
end;
end; tinfinite while loop
end; % for all visits loop
probff=(probmf(:,l)*ones(l,10)).* probcf;
[Idw, I]=sort(Idw);
probff=probff(I,:)'; %sort by week, irrespective of HH
probcf=(probcf(I,:) .* ((MN-probmf(I,1) * ones(l,10))))';
eval(['save ' simulfile ' probff Idw;']);
% Now, plot the result
wkcount=hhvector(Idw);
numofwk=size(wkcount,1);
int=8;
fig=l;
for ct=l:size(probff,1)
t=];
p=l;j=l;
for i=l:int:numofwk
if (numofwk-i)<int
wkprobcf(j)=sum(probcf(ct,p:p+sum(wkcount(i:numofwk))-l));
wkprobff(j)=sum(probff(ct,p:p+sum(wkcount(i:numofwk))-1));
p=p+sum(wkcount(i:numofwk));
else
wkprobcf(j)=sum(probcf(ct,p:p+sum(wkcount(i:i+int-1))-l) );
wkprobff(j)=sum(probff(ct,p:p+sum(wkcount(i:i+int-l))-l));
p=p+sum(wkcount(i:i+int-1));
end;
t=[t j]; j=j+1;
end;
figure(fig); fig=fig+l;
plot(t,wkprobff, '-',t,wkprobcf, '--');
s=[num2str(size(visit,l)) ' Visit Data Set, Brandsize ' num2str(ct)
num2str(int) '-week periods)'];
tt=['Store Trip Driven Nested Choice Simulation'];
ylabel(s);
title(tt);
dim=axis;
text(-dim(2)/6, -dim(4)/3, ' "-- is based on conditional purchase
probability');
text(-dim(2) /6, -dim(4)/6, ' =-" is based on total purchase probabil-
ity');
%print;
end;
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Exhibit 6: Matlab routines used for the Monte Carlo benchmark simulation of product purchases
%monte3.m
%- Store visit driven Monte Carlo simulation of customer purchase
% response. All households at a time
% by Michel Montvelisky, 4/14/96
fprintf('\nUsing Monte Carlo to simulate customer purchase
response...\n');
mcfile='c:\michel\nested\datal000\mc.mat';
load c:\michel\nested\datal000\calib.mat;
load c:\michel\nested\datal000\visit.mat;
MN=0.09; % This is the magic number
iter=10:; This is the number of sequential Monte Carlo runs
nv=hhvector(visit(:, 1));
numhh=size(nv,1);
J=10;cumsum(nv(l:numhh-1))]+l: tnewhh index
mcondf=[l;
mmargf=[];
mtotf=(];
Idx=[]; %index of probff by Household
Idw=[]; %index of probff by week
IHH=(l:num_hh)'; %Household index
% Initialize matrices, number of rows = number of HHs
catloybk=catloyff;
cratebk=crate;
init=1; %Initialization flag;
last_inv=ini inv;
last_loy=loyff;
lastjmcond=zeros(numhh, 10);
lastmntot=zeros (nuhh, 10);
max_v=max(nv); % maximum number of store visits by any HH
for i=l:max_v % loop through store visits
k=0;
fprintf('\ng out of %g.',i,max_v);
jj=find(i<=nv(:,l));
IH=IHH(Jj,:);
numnow=size(jj,l);
T=J(jj);
curr_week=visit(T+i-l,3);
curr_inv=last_inv(jj,:);
currloy=last_loy(jj,:);
mcond=lastmcond(jj,:);
mtot=lastjmtot(Jj,0:;
catloyff=catloybk(jj,:);
crate=cratebk(Jj,l);
aa=(l:numnow)';
while 1 % infinite loop
catloyff=catloyff(aa,:);
crate=crate(aa,:);
vcs=dcs(T+i-l,:);
price=dprice(T+i-l,:);
display=ddisplay(T+i-l,:);
feature=dfeature(T+i-l,:);
basket=dbasket(T+i-1,:);
k=k+l;
ncount=[];
fprintf('\n\tOpportunity %g, active HHs: %g\n',k,size(aa,l));
ncount=isnan(mcond(:,1));
if sum(ncount)
fprintf('\tWarning: Household %d has probba of NaN
11!\n',IH(find(ncount)));
end;
%update loyalty and inventory
if (-init) %initialization needs no updating
prev_week=curr_week(aa, :);
curr_week=visit(T+i-1,3);
currinv=currinv(aa,1) - (curr_week-prev_week) +
(mtot(aa,:)*upcvol)./crate;
tt=find(currinv(:,1)>100);
zz=find(currinv(:,1)<0);
currinv(tt,l)=100*ones(size(tt));
curr_inv(zz, l)=zeros(size(zz));
curr_loy=(gamma*currloy(aa,:)) + (l-gamma)*mcond(aa,:);
else
init=0;
end;
% Determine the probability matrices
% First, the conditional probability
t=numnow*10;
xt=[reshape(price',t,l)';
reshape(display',t,l)';
reshape(feature',t,1)';
reshape(curr_loy',t,1)'];
ccs=ones(numLnow, 10);
f=find(price==0.0251);
ccs(f)=zeros(size(f)):
ccs=reshape(ccs,t,l);
evb=exp(beta(l:4)*xt + reshape([0
beta(5:13)]'*ones(1,numnow),t,l)');
evb=reshape(evb .* ccs',10,numnow);
summa=sum(evb)+(-sum(evb)); %to take care of no products are
available in the category
probba=(evb ./ (ones(10,1)*summ))';
mcond=zeros(size(aa,l),10);
mct=zeros(size(aa,l),10);
for j=l:iter
for row=l:size(aa,1)
r=rand;
if (r<=probba(row, l))
mct(row,:)=[l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0];
elseif(probba(row,l)<r & <=sum(probba(row,l:2)))
mct(row,:)=[0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0);
elseif (sum(probba(row,.1:2))<r & r<=sum(probba(row,l:3)))
mct(row,:)=[0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0];
elseif(sum(probba(row,1:3))<r & r<=sum(probba(row,l:4)))
mct(row,:)=[0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0];
elseif(sum(probba(row, l:43))r & r<=sum(probba(row, l:5)))
mot(row,:)=[0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0];
elseif (sum(probba(row,l:5))<r & r<=sum(probba(row,1:6)))
mct(row,:)=[0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0];
elseif(sum(probba(row,l:6))<r & r<=sum(probba(row,l:7)))
mct(row,:)=[0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 01;
elseif(sum(probba(row,l:7))<r & r<=sum(probba(row,l:8)))
mct(row,:)=[0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0];
elseif(sum(probba(row,l:8))<r & r<=sum(probba(row,l:9)))
mct(row,:)=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0];
else
mct(row,:)=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1];
end;
end; %over all rows
mcond=mcond+mct;
end; %over all iterations of Monte Carlo
mcond-mcond/iter; %Conditional Monte Carlo yy matrix
% Now, the marginal probability
vpa=]log(summ') zeros(numnow. 1)];
curr_inv=[curr_inv zeros(numnow, 1)];
price(f)=zeros(size(f));
catprice=[mean(price')' zeros (numnow, 1)];
t=numnow*2;
xtt=(reshape(vpa',t,l)';
reshape(catloyff',t,l)';
reshape(curr_inv' ,t,l)';
reshape(catprice',t,1)';
reshape(basket' ,t,)'];
vcs=reshape(vcs',t,l);
evd=exp(delta(l:5)*xtt + reshape([delta(7)
0]'*ones(1,numnow),t,l)');
evd=reshape(evd .* vcs',2,num-now);
sumd=sum(evd);
prohma=(evd ./ (ones(2,1)*sumd))';
naarg=zeros(size(aa,1),2);
mct=zeros(size(aa,l),2);
for j=l:iter
for row=l:size(aa,1)
r=rand;
if(r<=probma(row,l))
mct(row,:)=[1 0];
else
mct(row, :)=[0 1];
end;
end; %over all rows
mmarg=-mmarg+mct;
end; %over all iterations of Monte Carlo
nmarg=mmarg/iter; %Conditional Monte Carlo yy matrix
% Lastly, the total probability matrix
mtot=(mmarg(:,l)*ones(1,10)) .* mcond;
mamargf= [mmargf ;rmarg];
mcondf= [mcondf;mcond];
IH=IH(aa, :)
Idx=[Idx; IH];
Idw=[Idw; curryweek);
% Now, test to see if there are any extra purchase opportunities
in this visit
bb=find(MN=--mmarg(:,1));
aa=find(MN<mmaarg(:,l) & k<2);
lastinv(IH(bb,:),:)=curr_inv(bb, 1);
lastloy(IH(bb,:),:)=curr_loy(bb, :);
lastmcond(IH(bb, :, :)=--mond(bb, :);
lastmntot(IH(bb,:),:)--mtot(bb,:);
numnow=size(aa,l1)
T=T(aa,:);
% size(aa),size(bb),pause;
if (numnow==0)
break; % go to the next store visit
end;
end; %infinite while loop
end; % for all visits loop
mtotf=(mmargf(:,l)*ones(1,10)).* mcondf;
[Idw,I]=sort(Idw);
mtotf=mtotf(I,:)'; %sort by week, irrespective of HH
mcondf=(mcondf(I,:) . ((MN<mmargf(I,l) * ones(1,10))))';
Imcw=Idw;
eval(['save ' mcfile ' mtotf Imcw;']);
% Now, plot the result
wkcount=hhvector(Idw);
numofwk=size(wkcount,1);
int=8;
fig=l;
for ct=l:size(mtotf,1)
t=[];
p=l;j=l;
for i=l:int:numofwk
if (numofwk-i)<int
wkmcondf(j)=sum(mcondf(ct,p:p+sum(wkcount(i:numofwk))-1));
wloatotf(j)=sum(mtotf(ct,p:p+sum(wkcount(i:numofwk))-1));
p=p+sum(wkcount(i:numofwk));
else
wkmcondf(j)=sum(mcondf(ct,p:p+sum(wkcount(i:i+int-1))-1));
wklmtotf(j)=sum(mtotf(ct,p:p+sum(wkcount(i:i+int-1))-l));
p=p+sum(wkcount(i:i+int-1));
end;
t=[t j]; j=j+l;
end;
figure(fig); fig=fig+l;
plot(t,wkmtotf,'-',t,wkmcondf,'--');
s=[num2str(size(visit,1)) ' Visit Data Set, Brandsize ' num2str(ct)
num2str(int) '-week periods)'];
tt=('Store Trip Driven Monte Carlo Choice Simulation'];
ylabel(s);
title(tt);
dim=axis;
text(-dim(2)/6,-dim(4)/3, ' "--' is based on conditional purchase
Monte Carlo');
text(-dim(2)/6,-dim(4)/6, ' "-" is based on total purchase Monte
Carlo');
%print;
end;
%monteplt
.
m
%-- Plots graphs of Nested and Monte Carlo Simulations
% by Michel Montvelisky, 4/14/96
fprintf('\nPloting the simulations ...\n');
int=8;
dataset='datal000';
load c:\michel\nested\datal000\mc.mat; %MC results
load c:\michel\nested\datal000\simul.mat; %nes ed results
wkcount=hhvector(Idw);
numofwk=size(wkcount, 1);
wkc2=hhvector(Imcw);
nofw2=size(wkc2, 1);
if (numofwk-=nofw2)
fprintf('\tWarning: Number of weeks do not coincide!!lI\n');
break;
end;
pt=figure;
text('String', '"- is the Nested Simulation','Position',[.1 - 1
0],'Units', normalized');
text('String', "--' is the Monte Carlo Simulation', Position', [.7 -.1
0, 'Units','normalized');
fig=l;
for ct=l:size(probff,l1)
t= [] ;
p=l; j=1;
for i=l:int:numofwk
if (numofwk-i)<int
wkprobff(j)=sum(probff(ct,p:p+sum(wkcount(i:numofwk))-1l));
wkmtotf(j)=sum(mtotf (ct,p:p+sum(wkcount(i:numofwk))-l));
p=p+sum(wkcount(i:numofwk));
else
wkprobff(j)=sum(probff(ct,p:p+sum(wkcount(i:i+int-1))-1));
wkmtotf(j)=sum(mtotf(ct,p:p+sum(wkcount(i:i+int-1))-1));
p=p+sum(wkcount(i:i+int-1));
end;
t=[t j]; j=j+l;
end;
if fig<5
figure(pt);
subplot(22,2,fig);
fig=fig+l;
else
fig=l;
pt=figure;
subplot(2,2,fig);
fig=fig+l;
end;
plot(t,wkprobff,'-',t,wkmtotf,'--');
y=['Brandsize ' num2str(ct)];
ylabel(y);
if fig==l
figure(pt);
text('String', .'- is the Nested Simulation','Position',[.5 .5
0, 'Units','Normalized');
text('String', '--" is the Monte Carlo Simulation', Position', [.7
.5 0],'Units', 'Normalized');
s=[ dataset ' Data Set ('..
num2str(int) '-week periods)'];
tt=['Store-Trip Driven Nested and Monte Carlo Simulations'];
text('String', s,'Position',[.5 .6 03,'Units','Normalized');
text('String', tt,'Position',[.5 60],'Units','Normalized');
end;
dim=axis;
%print;
end:
Exhibit 7
Matlab plots of nested vs. Monte Carlo simulations.
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Exhibit 8
Screens of the graphical user interface.
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Exhibit 9
Matlab routines used in the implementation of the user interface.
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% nesguil.m
% -- Graphical User Interface for the Nested Logit
% Simulation, Screenl.
% by Michel Montvelisky, 4/19/96
Iflag=0; %load flag;
% This is the first screen
bsm=['<HIC, HIC, 4602, CAN, PNCHCHRY>
'<PL/GEN, PL, 6402, BTL, APLJC>
'<PL/GEN, PL, 4602, CAN, TOM>
'<V8, V8, 4602, CAN, VEG> ;
'<GATRD, GATRD, 320Z, BTL, ISO>
'<RDGLD, RDGLD, 460Z, CAN, TOM>
'<OSPRY, CRN, 4802, BTL, CRNCBLD> ;
'<OSPRY, CRN, 6402, BTL, CRNCBLD> ';
'<HUNTS, HUNTS, 460Z, CAN, TOM>
'<HIC, HIC, 8.50Z3CT, BOX, PNCHCHRY>'];
bss=['<HIC, HIC, 4602, CAN, PNCHCHRY>I'...
'<PL/GEN, PL, 640Z, BTL, APLJC>I'...
'<PL/GEN, PL, 4602, CAN, TOM>I'...
'<VB, V8, 4602, CAN, VEG>j'...
'<GATRD, GATRD, 3202, BTL, ISO>1'...
'<RDGLD, RDGLD, 4602, CAN, TOM>I'...
'<OSPRY, CRN, 4802, BTL, CRNCBLD>I'...
'<OSPRY, CRN, 6402, BTL, CRNCBLD>I'...
-<HUNTS, HUNTS, 4602, CAN, TOM>I'...
'<HIC, HIC, 8.50Z3CT, BOX, PNCHCHRY>'];
chh=['22312241228122912301232'];
chm=[223;224;228;229;230;232];
scrl=figure('Name', 'Nested Logit Simulation', NumberTitle', 'off',...
'Color',[0 .5 0],'Resize','off','Position',[5 7 630 430]);
tbl=axes('Position',[0.1 0.75 .8
.21, 'Color', 'k, 'XTick',[], 'YTick', [],'Box', 'On');
text('String', Nested Logit Simulation', FontSize', [30],'Font-
Weight', 'Bold',...
'FontUnderline','on','Position',[0.09 0.54 0],'Color',[.5 .5 .51);
text('String', Nested Logit Simulation', FontSize', [30],'Font-
Weight','Bold',...
'FontUnderline', 'on', 'Position',[0.085 0.56 0],'Color','b');
bta=axes;
bt=text('String', 'Select a Brandsize', 'FontSize', [18],'Position',[-
0.015 0.65 0],...
'Color','k');
set(get(bt,'Parent'),'Visible','off');
bs=uicontrol(scrl, 'style','Popup', 'String',bss, 'position', [25 220 260
30],...
'BackGroundColor',[1 1 1]);
ct=text('String','Select a Retail Channel','FontSize',[18],'Posi-
tion',...
[0.6 0.65 0],'Color','k');
set(get(ct,'Parent'),'Visible','off');
ch=uicontrol(scrl, 'style','Popup', 'String',chh, 'position', [440 220 70
30],....
'HorizontalAlignment','right', 'BackGroundColor', [1 1 1]);
ll=uicontrol(scrl, 'style', 'pushbutton','String', 'Load Scenario',...
'Position', [20 15 130 30],'Callback','loadscen');
ql=uicontrol(scrl, 'style', 'pushbutton','String', 'Quit',...
'Position', [300 15 70 30],'Callback',...
'guiquit');
nl=uicontrol(scrl, 'style', 'pushbutton','String','Next ->',...
'Position', [530 15 70 30], 'Callback',...
'nesgui2');% hhvector.m -- creates a vector of the number
of purchases by each hh
% by Michel Montvelisky 12/4/95
% requires: vector of household indices: hh
% outputs: vector of the number of consecutive purchases by each hh
function purch=hhvector(hh)
idx=l;
s=size(hh);
purch(idx)=l;
for n=2:s
if hh(n)==hh(n-l)
purch(idx,l)=purch(idx, 1)+l;
else
idx=idx+1;
purch(idx,1)=l;
end;
end;
% loadset.m -- Loads setup file for GUI
% by Michel Montvelisky 4/19/96
cd c:\michel\demo\setup;
[fname, fpath]=uigetfile('*.mat','Load Setup File');
cd c:\michel\nested\code\gui;
if fname
eval(['load ' fpath fname]);
set(bs,'Value',sbs);
set(ch,'Value',sch);
Iflag=l;
nesgui2;
end;
% nesgui2.m
A-- Graphical User Interface for the Nested LogitA Simulation, Screen 2.
% by Michel Montvelisky, 4/19/96
%This is the mapping of IRI weekends to real weeks
if -exist('dd')
dd=(7490104;7500111;7510118;7520125;
7530201;7540208;7550215;7560222;
7570229;7580307;7590314;7600321;
7610328;7620404;7630411;7640418;
7650425;7660502;7670509;7680516;
7690523;7700530;7710606;7720613;
7730620;7740627;7750704;7760711;
7770718;7780725;7790801;7800808;
7810815;7820822;7830829;7840905;
7850912;7860919;7870926;7881003;
7891010;7901017;7911024;7921031;
7931107;7941114;7951121;7961128;
7971205;798121212;7991219;8001226];
end;
if -exist('scr2')
chprice=l;
chdisplay=l;
chfeature=l;
firstt=l;
sbs=get(bs, 'Value');
tbs=('Brandsize ' bsm(sbs,:)];
sch=get(ch,'Value');
tch=['Channel# ' int2str(chm(sch, :))];
datam=datad(chm(sch,:), sbs);
[weeks, I]=sort(datam(:,l));
Ih=hhvector (weeks);
Id=[0;cumsum(Ih(l:size(Ih,l)-l))]+1;
datao=datam(I,:); A 1 row per store visit, original data
weeko=weeks(Id,:);
datao=datao(Id,:); % 1 row per week of store visits
if -Iflag
datas=datao; % Initial merchandising suggestion
else
close(lt);clear it;
end;
set(scrl, 'Visible', off');
scr2=figure('Name', 'Nested Logit Simulation', NumberTitle', 'off',...
'Color',[0 .5 0],'Resize','off','Position',[5 7 630 430]);
bt2=text('String',tbs,'FontSize',[14],'Position',[-0.1 1.05 01,...
'Color','k', 'FontWeight','Bold');
set(get(bt2,'Parent'),'Visible','off');
ct2=text('String',tch, 'FontSize', [14), 'Position', [0.75 1.05 0],...
'Color','k','FontWeight','Bold');
set(get(ct2, 'Parent'), 'Visible', off');
tt2b=axes('Position', [.13 .87 .7 .05, 'Color','k','XTick', [],..
'YTick', [], 'Box', 'On');
tt2=text('String',-"- is the original merchandising',...
'Color','g', FontSize', [12], 'Position', [0.03 0.5 0]);
tt2a=text('String', '--. is the suggested merchandising',...
'Color','y', FontSize', [12],'Position',[.5 0.5 0]);
q2=uicontrol(scr2, 'style', 'pushbutton','String', 'Quit',...
'Position', [300 15 70 30],'Callback',...
'guiquit');
n2=uicontrol(scr2, 'style', 'pushbutton', 'String','Next ->',...
'Position', [530 15 70 30], 'Callback' ...
'nesgui6');
b2=uicontrol(scr2, 'style', 'pushbutton', String','<- Prev',...
'Position', [450 15 70 30], 'Callback',...
'b2c');
s2=uicontrol(scr2, 'style', 'pushbutton','String','Save Scenario',...
'Position', [20 15 130 251, 'Callback','savescen');
xtk=[];
xti=size(weeko, 1)/8;
for i=l:xti:size(weeko, 1)
ttk=num2str(dd(weeko(i, :)-748,2));
if size(ttk,2)<4
ttk=['0' ttk];
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end;
xtk=[xtk;ttk];
% Price
pt2a=axes;
pt2=text('String','Price','FontSize', [14],'Color','k',...
'Position',[-.145 0.85 0],'FontWeight','Bold','FontUnder-
line','on');
set(get(pt2,'Parent'),'Visible','off');
pm2=uicontrol(scr2, 'Style','pushbutton', 'String','Modify Prices',...
'Position', 500 330 110 20],'Callback', 'modpr');
end;
if exist('chprice')
pff=axes('Parent',scr2,'Units','pixels','Position',[120 285 340
70],'Box','On');
figure(scr2);
pp2=plot(weeko,datao(:,2),'-g',weeko,datas(:,2),'--y');
set(pff,'XTickLabels',xtk,'XTick',weeko(l:xti:size(weeko,l)));
miny=min(min(datao(:,2),datas(:,2)))*0.9;
maxy=max(max(datao(:,2),datas(:,2)))*1.1;
minx=min(min(weeko));
maxx=max (max (weeko));
axis([minx maxx miny maxy]);
set(pff,'Color','k','YColor','w','XColor','w','GridLine-
Style',':',...
'XGrid', 'on','YGrid','on');
end;
if exist('firstt')
% Display
at2=axes;
dt2=text('Parent',at2,'String','Display','Fon-
tSize',[14],'Color','k',...
'Position',[-0.145 0.55 0],'FontWeight','Bold','FontUnder-
line', 'on');
set(get(dt2,'Parent'),'Visible','off');
dm2=uicontrol(scr2,'Style','pushbutton','String','Modify Dis-
play',...
'Position',[500 225 110 20),'Callback','moddisp');
end;
if exist('chdisplay')
kff=axes('Parent',scr2,'Units','pixels','Position',[120 185 340
65], 'Box', 'On');
df2=plot(weeko,datao(:,3),'-g',weeko,datas(:,3),'--y');
set(kff,'XTickLabels',xtk,'XTick',weeko(l:xti:size(weeko,l)));
miny=0;
maxy=l.l;
axis([minx maxx miny maxy]);
set(kff, 'Color', 'k', 'XColor', 'w', 'YColor', 'w', 'XGrid','on', 'GridLin-
eStyle',':');
end;
if exist('firstt')
% Features
af2=axes;
ft2=text('String', 'Feature', 'FontSize', [14], 'Color', 'k',...
'Position',[-0.145 0.25 0],'FontWeight', 'Bold','FontUnder-
line', 'on');
set(get(ft2,'Parent'),'Visible','off');
fm2=uicontrol(scr2, 'Style', 'pushbutton', 'String', 'Modify Fea-
tures',...
'Position',[500 120 110 20],'Callback','modfeat');
end;
if exist('chfeature')
fff=axes('Parent',scr2, 'Units','pixels', 'Position', [120 80 340
65], 'Box', 'On');
ff2=plot(weeko,datao(:,4),'-g',weeko,datas(:,4), '--y');
set(fff, 'XTickLabels',xtk,'XTick',weeko(l:xti:size(weeko,l)));
miny=0;
maxy=l.l;
axis([minx maxx miny maxy]);
set(fff, 'Color', 'k', 'XColor', 'w', 'YColor', 'w', 'XGrid', 'on', 'GridLin-
eStyle', ' : ');
end;
clear chprice chdisplay chfeature firstt;
%guiquit.m
% - Universal quit callback module for GUI
S by Michel Montvelisky
% First, check all open figures and close them...
if exist('scrl')
close(scrl);
end;
if exist('scr2')
close(scr2);
end;
if exist('scr3')
close(scr3);
end;
if exist('scr4')
close(scr4);
end;
if exist('scr5')
close(scr5);
end;
if exist('scr6')
close(scr6);
end;
%Now, clear all...
clear all;
% datad.m
%-- Extracts merchandising information for a particular
% chain, and a particular brandsize.
% by Michel Montvelisky, 4/19/96
function datam=datadrv(ch,bs)
load c:\michel\nested\datal000\visit.mat; %Store visit data
week=visit(:,3);
last_wk=max(week); %the last week to be taken into consideration
first_wk=last_wk-51; %the first week to be taken into consideration
Iwk=(first_wk<=week & week<=last_wk);
chain=visit(:,4);
Ich=(chain==ch);
hh=visit(:,l);
hhv=hhvector(hh);
numofhh=size(hhv,l);
Ihh=zeros(size(hh));
p=l;
for i=l:numofhh
Ihh(p:p+hhv(i)-l,:)=i*ones(hhv(i),l);
p=p+hhv(i);
end;
%But we're only interested in those visits to chain ch, during the
% last year.
II=find(Iwk .* Ich);
dbasket=dbasket(II,:);
dcs=dcs(II,:);
ddisplay=ddisplay(II,:);
dfeature=dfeature(II,:);
dprice=dprice(II,:);
visit=visit(II,:);
Ihh=Ihh(II,:);
clear week Iwk chain Ich hh hhv numofhh;
%Now, build the merchandising data matrix
week=visit(:,3);
datam=[week dprice(:,bs) ddisplay(:,bs) dfeature(:,bs)];
%modpr.m
%-- Modifies suggested price merchandising
% by Michel Montvelisky 4/20/96
if -exist('chprice')
bkups=datas;
scr3=figure('Name', 'Nested Logit Simulation', 'NumberTitle', 'off',...
'Resize','off', 'Position',[10 15 620 410],'Color', [0 0.5 0]);
bt3=text('String',tbs,'FontSize',[14],'Position',[-.1 1.05 0],...
'Color', 'k', 'Fontweight', 'Bold');
set(get(bt3, 'Parent'), 'Visible', 'off ');
ct3=text( 'String',tch,'FontSize',[14],'Position',[0.85 1.05 0],...
'Color','k','Fontweight','Bold');
set(get(ct3,'Parent'),'Visible'. 'off');
tt3b=axes('Position',[.13 .87 .7 .05],'Color','k','XTick',[],...
'YTick', [], 'Box', 'On');
tt3=text('String', '.- is the original merchandising',...
'Color','g','FontSize',[12],'Position', 0.03 0.5 0]);
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tt3a=text('String', '-- " is the suggested merchandising',...
'Color','y', FontSize', [12], 'Position', [.5 0.5 0]);
axes;
pt3=text('String','Price','FontSize',[14],'Color','k','Position', ..
[-.1 .85 0],'FontWeight','Bold','FontUnderline','on');
set(get(pt3, 'Parent'),'Visible', 'off');
d3=uicontrol(scr3, 'style', 'pushbutton','String', 'Done','Posi-
tion',...
[370 10 70 20],'Call-
back','chprice=l;close(scr3),close(pp2) ,close (pff) ,clear pp2 pff
scr3;lflag=l;nesgui2');
c3=uicontrol(scr3, 'style', 'pushbutton','String', 'Cancel', 'Posi-
tion', ...
[460 10 70 20],'Callback','datas=bkups; close(scr3),clear scr3');
figure scr3)
mff=axes('Parent',scr3,'Units','pixels','Position',[50 130 560
180],..
'Box', 'On') ;
end;
xtm= [];
xmi=size(weeko,l)/16;
for i=l:xmi:size(weeko, 1)
ttm=num2str(dd(weeko(i,:)-748,2));
if size(ttm,2)<4
ttm=['0' ttm];
end;
xtm=[xtm;ttm];
end;
pm=plot(weeko,datao(:,2),'-g',weeko,datas(:,2),'--y');
set(mff,'XTickLabels' ,xtm,'XTick',weeko(l:xmi:size(weeko, 1)),'fon-
tsize', [4]);
miny=min(min(datao(:,2),datas(:,2)))*0.9;
maxy=max(max(datao(:,2),datas(:,2)))*1.1;
minx=min(min(weeko));
maxx=max(max(weeko));
axis([minx maxx miny maxy));
set(mff, 'Color', 'k', 'XColor', 'w','YColor', w', 'YGrid','on', XGrid','on
'GridLineStyle', ':', 'FontSize',[11]);
mod=uicontrol(scr3,'style', 'pushbutton','String','Modify...', ...
'Position',[50 50 150 30],'Callback','chprice=l;modpr2');
%modpr2.m
% - Changes the pricing on the proposed merchandising
set(mod,'Visible','off');
at3=axes;
tt3=text('Parent',at3,'String','Press the left button to select a new
price point.',...
'Fontsize',[14],'Position',[-.14 .1 0], 'Color', 'k', 'Fontweight',
'bold');
set(get(tt3,'Parent'),'Visible','off');
tf3=text('String','Press the right button to cancel the operation.',
'Fontsize',...
[14],'Position', -. 14 0 0], 'Color', 'k', 'Fontweight','bold');
set(get(tf3, 'Parent'),'Visible', 'off');
clear first_x first_y secondy;
axes(mff);
[fx,fy,fb]=ginput(l);
if fb-=2
first_x=fx;
firsty=fy;
end;
modpr3;
close(pm); close(tt3); close(tf3);
clear tt3 tf3 fx fy fb pm tt3 tf3;
pause(0.00001);
modpr;
% modpr3.m
% by Michel Montvelisky 4/20/96
if exist('firstx')
first x=floor(firstx);
f=find(weeko==first_x);
if -isempty(f)
if datas(f,2)-=first_y
datas(f,2)=first_y;
elseif datas(f+l,2)-=first_y
datas(f+l,2)=first_y;
else
datas(f-1,2)=first_y;
end;
end;
end;
%modfeat.m
8 -- Modifies suggested feature merchandising
% by Michel Montvelisky 4/20/96
if -exist('chfeature')
bkups=datas;
scr5=figure('Name','Nested Logit Simulation', NumberTitle', 'off' ...
'Resize','off','Position',[10 15 620 410],'Color',[0 0.5 0]);
bt5=text('String',tbs,'FontSize',[14],'Position',[-.1 1.05 0],....
'Color', 'k', 'Fontweight', Bold');
set(get(bt5,'Parent'),'Visible','off');
ct5=text('String',tch,'FontSize',[14],'Position',[.85 1.05 0],...
'Color','k','Fontweight','Bold');
set(get(ct5,'Parent'),'Visible','off');
tt5b=axes('Position', [.13 .87 .7 .05], 'Color','k','XTick', [] ...
'YTick', [],'Box','On');
tt5=text('String','-"- is the original merchandising',....
'Color', 'g','FontSize', [12],'Position', [.03 .5 0]);
tt5a=text('String', "--' is the suggested merchandising',...
'Color','y', FontSize', [12],'Position', [.50.5 0]);
axes;
pt5=text('String','Feature', 'FontSize', (14], 'Color', 'k', 'Posi-
tion',...
[-.1 .9 0], 'FontWeight','Bold', 'FontUnderline', 'on');
set(get(pt5, 'Parent'),'Visible', 'off');
d5=uicontrol(scr5, 'style', 'pushbutton','String', 'Done', 'Posi-
tion', ...
[370 10 70 20],'Callback','close(scr5),clear
scr5;lflag=l;nesgui2');
c5=uicontrol(scr5, 'style', 'pushbutton','String', 'Cancel','Posi-
tion',...
[460 10 70 20],'Callback','datas=bkups; close(scr5),clear scr5');
mff=axes('Parent',scr5, 'Units','pixels', 'Position, [40 130 560
180],...
'Box', 'On');
end;
xtm=[];
xmi=size(weeko, 1)/16;
for i=l:xmi:size(weeko,1)
ttm=num2str(dd(weeko(i,: )-748,2));
if size(ttm,2)<4
ttm=['0' ttml;
end;
xtm= [xtm;ttm];
end;
pm=plot(weeko,datao(:,4),'-g',weeko,datas(:,4),'--y');
set(mff,'XTickLabels',xtm,'XTick',weeko(l:xmi:size(weeko, l)),'fon-
tsize', [4]);
miny=-min(min(datao(:,4),datas(:,4)))*0.9;
maxy=max(max(datao(:,4),datas(:,4)))*1.1;
minx=min(min(weeko));
maxx=max(max (weeko));
if maxy==miny
maxy=maxy+0.5;
end;
axis([minx maxx miny maxy]);
set(mff, 'Color', 'k', 'XColor', 'w', 'YColor', 'w', 'XGrid', 'on' ....
'GridLineStyle',':','FontSize',[11]);
if -exist('chfeature')
dim=get(mff,'Position');
mf=Cdatas(:,4));
nrows=ceil(ll*(max(weeko)-min(weeko))/dim(3));
ncols=floor( (max (weeko) -min (weeko) )/nrows);
step=dim(3)/ncols;
i=l;
for j=l:nrows
while (j+(i-l)*nrows<=size(weeko, 1))
stt=datas(j+(i-l) *nrows,4);
if(i-l==ncols),w=.7;else,w=l;end;
mf(j+(i-l)*nrows, :)=uicontrol(scr5, 'style', 'checkbox',...
'Position',[32+(j-l)*(step/nrows)+(i-l)*.98*step 109-15*j
step*w 15],'Value',...
stt, 'CallBack', 'chfeature=l;modfeat2');
i=i+l;
end;
i=l;
end;
end;
% modfeat2.m
%-- Modifies feature merchandising
% by Michel Montvelisky, 4/20/96
bin=zeros(size(weeko));
for i=l:size(weeko,l)
bin(i,:)=get(mf(i,:),'Value');
end;
datas(:,4)=bin;
close(pm);clear pm bin;
clear bin;
modfeat;
%moddisp.m
% -- Modifies suggested display merchandising
% by Michel Montvelisky 4/20/96
if -exist('chdisplay')
bkups=datas;
scr4=figure('Name','Nested Logit Simulation', 'NumberTitle','off',...
'Resize','off','Position',[10 15 620 410],'Color',[O 0.5 0]);
bt4=text('String',tbs,'FontSize', [14],'Position', [-.1 1.05 0],...
'Color', 'k', 'Fontweight', 'Bold');
set(get(bt4, 'Parent'), 'Visible', 'off');
ct4=text('String',tch,'FontSize',[14],'Position',[.85 1.05 01,...
'Color', 'k', 'Fontweight', 'Bold');
set(get(ct4, 'Parent'),'Visible', 'off');
tt4b=axes('Position',[.13 .87 .7 .05],'Color','k','XTick',[],...
'YTick', [], 'Box', 'On');
tt4=text('String', '"-" is the original merchandising',...
'Color', 'g', 'FontSize', [12],'Position',[.03 .5 0]);
tt4a=text('String', '--" is the suggested merchandising',...
'Color','y','FontSize',[12],'Position',[.5 0.5 0]);
axes;
pt4=text('String', 'Display', 'FontSize', [14],'Color','k', 'Posi-
tion',...
[-.1 .85 0],'FontWeight', 'Bold', 'FontUnderline', 'on');
set(get(pt4,'Parent'),'Visible','off');
d4=uicontrol(scr4,'style','pushbutton','String','Done', 'Posi-
tion',...
[370 10 70 20],'Callback','close(scr4),clear
scr4;lflag=l;nesgui2');
c4=uicontrol(scr4, 'style', 'pushbutton', 'String', 'Cancel', 'Posi-
tion',...
[460 10 70 20],'Callback','datas=bkups; close(scr4),clear scr4');
kdf=axes('Parent',scr4,'Units', 'pixels', 'Position', [40 130 560
180],...
'Box','On');
end;
xtm=[];
xmi=size(weeko,l)/16;
for i=l:xmi:size(weeko,l)
ttm=num2str(dd(weeko(i, :)-748,2));
if size(ttm,2)<4
ttm=['0' ttm];
end;
xtm= [xtm; ttm];
end;
pm=plot(weeko,datao(:,3),'-g',weeko,datas(:,3), '--y');
set(kdf, 'XTickLabels',xtm, 'XTick',weeko(l:xmi:size(weeko, l)), 'fon-
tsize',[4]);
miny=min(min(datao(:,3),datas(:,3)))*0.9;
maxy=max(max(datao(:,3),datas(:,3)))*1.1;
minx=min(min(weeko));
maxx=max(max (weeko));
if maxy==miny
maxy=maxy+0.5;
end;
axis([minx maxx miny maxy]);
set(kdf, 'Color', 'k','XColor', 'w','YColor', 'w', 'XGrid','on',...
'GridLineStyle',':','FontSize',[111);
end;
if -exist('chdisplay')
dim=get(kdf,'Position');
md=(datas(:,3));
nrows=ceil(ll*(max(weeko)-min(weeko))/dim(3));
ncols=floor((max(weeko)-min(weeko))/nrows);
step=dim(3)/ncols;
i=l;
for j=l:nrows
while (i-l)*nrows+j<=size(weeko,l)
stt=datas(nrows*(i-l)+j,3);
if(i-l==ncols),w=.6;else,w=l;end;
md(nrows*(i-l)+j, :)=uicontrol(scr4,'style','checkbox','Posi-
tion',...
[32+(j-l)*(step/nrows)+(i-l)*.98*step 109-15*j step*w
15], 'Value',...
stt,'CallBack','chdisplay=l;moddisp2');
i=i+l;
end;
i=l;
% moddisp2.m
% -- Modifies display merchandising
% by Michel Montvelisky, 4/20/96
bin=zeros(size(weeko));
for i=l:size(weeko,l)
bin(i,:)=get(md(i,:),'Value');
end;
datas(:,3)=bin;
close(pm);clear pm bin;
moddisp;
%b2c.m
% - A silly, but needed script
Iflag=0;
set(scrl,'Visible','on');
close(scr2);
clear datas datao I Ih Id weeko datao datas scr2;
clear pff pp
2 
dt2 df2 ft2 ff2;
% saveset.m
% - Saves setup files from GUI
% by Michel Montvelisky 4/19/96
cd c:\michel\demo\setup;
[fname,pname]=uiputfile('*.mat','Save Simulation Setup');
cd c:\michel\nested\code\gui;
if fname
eval(['save ' pname fname ' sbs sch datas;']);
end;
%nesgui6.m
% -- Graphical User Interface for the Nested Logit
% Simulation, Screen 6
set(scr2, 'Visible', 'off');
scr6=figure('Name','Nested Logit Simulation', 'NumberTitle','off',....
'Resize','off','Position',[5 7 630 430],'Color',[0 0.5 0]);
bt6=text('String',tbs, 'FontSize', [14], 'Position',[-.1 .95 0],...
'Color', 'k','Fontweight', 'Bold');
set(get(bt6,'Parent'),'Visible','off');
ct6=text('String',tch,'FontSize',[14],'Position',[.85 
.95 0]....
'Color', 'k','Fontweight','Bold');
set(get(ct6,'Parent'),'Visible', 'off');
q6=uicontrol(scr6, 'style', 'pushbutton', 'String', 'Quit',...
'Position', [300 15 70 30],'Callback',...
'guiquit');
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n6=uicontrol(scr6, 'style', 'pushbutton','String', 'Done',...
'Position', [530 15 70 30], 'Callback',....
'modeldrv');
b6=uicontrol(scr6, 'style', 'pushbutton', String', '<- Prev',...
'Position', (450 15 70 30], 'Callback',...
'b6c');
plott=text('String', 'Plot Identifier', PontSize', [14], 'Color', 'k',...
'Position', [-0.1 0.75 0],'FontWeight','Bold');
set(get(plott, 'Parent'),'Visible', 'off');
plotn=uicontrol(scr6,'Style', 'edit','String','Demo','Position' ...
(200 295 150 20]);
% b6c.m
%- Another silly but needed script
set(scr2, 'Visible', 'on');
close(scr6);
clear txtt txtn plott plotn scr6;
% simuldrv.m
&-- Prepares the merchandising matrices for simul3.m
8 by Michel Montvelisky, 4/15/96
%These are the store sales multipliers (bs x store)
smult=[2717
3056
2537
4346
4267
2323
3453
3980
651
989
12582 12381
8211 3879
9743 3854
4168 4055
5667 6977
751 1900
1539 1868
2073 1690
5729 1650
1518 1262
735 10935;
251 3422;
377 3872;
391 3333;
138 4645;
243 1892;
166 2052;
76 1720;
33 1429;
181 2016];
sm=smult(:,sch);
%This is the mapping of IRI weekends to real weeks
dd=[7490104;7500111;7510118;7520125;
7530201;7540208;7550215;7560222;
7570229;7580307;7590314;7600321;
7610328;7620404;7630411;7640418;
7650425;7660502;7670509;7680516;
7690523;7700530;7710606;7720613;
7730620;7740627;7750704;7760711;
7770718;7780725;7790801;7800808;
7810815;7820822;7830829;7840905;
7850912;7860919;7870926;7881003;
7891010;7901017;7911024;7921031;
7931107;7941114;7951121;7961128;
7971205;7981212;7991219;8001226];
pt7=text('String', 'Preparing Data....', FontSize',[14], 'Color', 'k',...
'Position', [-0.1 0.6 0], 'FontWeight', Bold');
set(get(pt7,'Parent'),'Visible', 'off');
pause(0.001);
setup=['c:\michel\demo\setup\' num2str([sch sbs]) '_1000.mat'];
load c:\michel\nested\datal000\visit.mat;
load o:\michel\nested\datal000\calib.mat;
dch=chm(sch,:); % chain under consideration
dbs=bsm(sbs,:); & brandsize under consideration
week=visit(:,3);
last_wk-=max(weeko); %the last week to be taken into consideration
firstwk--min(weeko); %the first week to be taken into consideration
Iwk=(first.wk<-week & week<=lastwk);
chain=visit(:,4);
Ich=(chain==dch);
hh=visit(:,l);
hhv=hhvector(hh);
numofhh=size(hhv, 1);
Ihh=zeros(size(hh));
p=l;
for i=l:numofhh
Ihh(p:p+hhv(i)-l,:)=i*ones(hhv(i),l);
p=p+hhv(i);
end;
%But we're only interested in those visits to chain dch, during the
% last year.
II=find(Iwk .* Ich);
dbasket=dbasket(II,: );
dcs=dcs(II,:);
ddisplay=ddisplay(II,:);
dfeature=dfeature(II,:);
dprice=dprice(II,:);
visit=visit(II,:);
Ihh=Ihh(II,:);
clear week Iwk chain Ich hh hhv numofhh;
%Now, replace original merchanidising for dbs, with data
week=visit(:,3);
Iws=[];
for i=l:size(week, 1)
Iws=[Iws;find(week(i,l)==weeko)];
end;
dprices=dprice;
ddisplays=ddisplay;
dfeatures=dfeature;
dpriceb=dprice;
ddisplayb=ddisplay;
dfeatureb=dfeature;
for i=l:size(Iws,l)
dprices(i,sbs)=datas(Iws(i,l),2);
ddisplays(i,sbs)=datas(Iws(i,1),3);
ddisplayb(i,sbs)=0;
dfeatures(i,sbs)=datas(Iws(i,l),4);
dfeatureb(i,sbs)=0;
end;
%Now, we need to find the HHs that visit chain dch the last year
Ihhv=hhvector(Ihh);
numofhh=size(Ihhv,l);
ahh=Ihh([0;cumsum(Ihhv(l:numofhh-1))]+1); %Theseare the active HHs
catloyff=catloyff(ahh,:);
crate=crate(ahh,:);
iniinv=iniinv(ahh,:);
loyff=loyff(ahh,:);
%Now, call the simulation module.
if -exist(setup)
[Ido,probfo]=simul5(dbasket,des,ddisplay,dfeature,dprice....
visit,beta,delta,gamma,upcvol,cat-
loyff,crate, iniinv, loyff,thbs,tch,'Original',scr6);
[Idb, probfb) =simul5 (dbasket,dcs,ddisplayb,dfeatureb, dpriceb, ...
visit,beta,delta,ganma, upcvol, cat-
loyff,crate, ini_inv,loyff,tbs,tch,'Baselne',scr6);
probfo=probfo+0.001;
probfb=probfb+0.001;
eval(['save ' setup ' probfb Ido Idb probfo']);
else
eval(['load ' setup]);
end;
probfo=probfo-0.001;
probfb=probfb-0.001;
[Ids,probfs]=simul5(dbasket,dcs,ddisplays,dfeature,dprices....
visit,beta,delta,gamma,upcvol,cat-
loyff,crate, iniinv, loyff,tbs,tch,'Simulated',scr6);
smm=sm ./ sum(probfo')';
probfo=probfo .* (smm * ones(l,size(probfo,2)));
probfb=probfb . (smm * ones(1,size(probfb,2)));
probfs=probfs .' (sam * ones(l,size(probfs,2)));
%Now, plot the results
txt7=[get(plotn,'String') ' - Brand ' dbs];
txt8=[get(plotn,'String') ' - Other Brands'];
scr7=figure('Name',txt7, 'NumberTitle','off',...
'Resize','off','Position', [5 7 630 4301,'Color','k');
text('String',get(plotn, 'string'),'Fontsize', [12], 'fontunder-
line','on',...
'Position',[.3 1.3 0],'Units', 'Normalized', Color','w');
set(gca,'Visible','off');
p7=uicontrol(scr7, 'Style', 'pushbutton,'String','Print',..
'Position', [550 15 70 30],'Callback', figure(scr7);print');
c7=uicontrol(scr7, 'Style', 'pushbutton','String','Clear', ...
'Position',(470 15 70 301,'Callback','close(scr7);clear scr7;');
%subplot('position',[0 0.6 1 0.4]);
scr8=figure('Name',txtS,'NumberTitle','off' ....
'Resize', 'off','Position', [1010 627 425], 'Color', 'k');
text('String',get(plotn,'string'),'Fontsize',[12],'fontunder-
line','on',...
*Position',[.3 1.3 0),'Units','Normalized','Color','w');
set(gca,'Visible','off');
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p8=uicontrol(scr8, 'Style','pushbutton', 'String','Print',...
'Position',[545 18 70 25],'Callback','figure(scr8);print');
c8=uicontrol(scr8, 'Style', 'pushbutton', 'String', 'Clear',...
'Position',[465 18 70 25],'Callback','close(scr8);clear scr8;');
%First, the projected sales
wkcountb=hhvector(Idb);
numofwkb=size(wkcountb, l);
wkcounts=hhvector(Ids);
numofwks=size(wkcounts,l);
wkcounto=hhvector(Ido);
numofwko=size(wkcounto, l);
int=2;
fig=l;
for ct=l:size(probfo,l)
t=[];
po=l;ps=l;pb=l;j=l;
for i=l:int:numofwko
t=[t Ido(po,l));
if (numofwko-i)<int
wkprobfo(j)=sum(probfo(ct,po:po+sum(wkcounto(i:numofwko))-l));
wkprobfs(j)=sum(probfs(ct,psps+sum(wkcounts(i:numofwks)) -1));
wkprobfb(j)=sum(probfb(ct,pb:pb+sum(wkcountb(i:numofwkb))-1));
po=po+sum(wkcounto(i:numofwko));
ps=ps+sum(wkcounts(i:numofwks));
pb=pb+sum(wkcountb(i:numofwkb));
else
wkprobfo(j)=sum(probfo(ct,po:po+sum(wkcounto(i:i+int-l))-l));
wkprobfs(j)=sum(probfs(ct,ps~ps+sum(wkcounts(i:i+int-l))-l));
wkprobfb(j)=sum(probfb(ct,pb:pb+sum(wkcountb(i:i+int-l))-l));
po=po+sum(wkcounto(i:i+int-l));
ps=ps+sum(wkcounts(i:i+int-l));
pb=pb+sum(wkcountb(i:i+int-l));
end;
j=j+l;
end;
if ct==sbs
figure(scr7);
cp=subplot('position',[0.07 0.6 0.8 0.3));
ff=ll;
else
figure(scr8);
if (fig==l), xx=0;yy=2;
elseif (fig==4), xx=0; yy=l;
elseif (fig==7), xx=0; yy=0;
elseif (fig==2), xx=l; yy=2;
elseif (fig==5), xx=l; yy=l;
elseif (fig==8), xx=l; yy=0;
elseif (fig==3), xx=2; yy=2;
elseif (fig==6), xx=2; yy=l;
elseif (fig==9), xx=2; yy=0;
end;
cp=subplot('Position', [0.08+xx*0.3
fig=fig+l;
ff=6;
0.175+yy*0.29 0.24 0.2]);
plot(t,wkprobfs, 'y--',t,wkprobfo,'g-',t,wkprobfb,'r-.');
miny=m in(min(min(wkprobfo) ,min(wkprobfb)) ,min(wkprobfs))*0.9;
maxy=max(max(max(wkprobfo),max(wkprobfb)) ,max(wkprobfs)) *1.1;
minx=min(t);
maxx=max(t);
axis([minx maxx miny maxy]);
if ct==sbs
text('String', '"-" Original Merchandising', 'FontSize', [11], ....
'Position', 0.01 1.1 0],'Units','Normalized','Color', 'g');
text('String', '"--" Proposed Merchandising', 'FontSize',[l],...
'Position', [.35 1.1 0],'Units', 'Normalized', 'Color','y');
text('String', '"-.-" Baseline Merchandising', 'Fontsize', 11],...
'Position', (.75 1.1 0],'Units','Normalized','Color','r');
gflag='on';
xti=size(weeko,l)/ll;
fs=ll;
else
gflag='off';
xti=size(weeko,l)/4;
fs=ll;
end;
xtk=[];
for i=l:xti:size(weeko,l)
ttk=num2str(dd(weeko(i,:)-748,2));
if size(ttk,2)<4
ttk=['0' ttk);
end;
xtk=[xtk;ttk];
end;
set(cp, 'box', 'on', 'Color','k', 'XGrid' ,gflag, 'YGrid',gflag, 'XTickLa-
bels', ...
xtk,'GridLineStyle',':','Fon-
tSize',fs,'XTick',weeko(l:xti:size(weeko,l)));
text('String', bsm(ct,:), 'Position',[.05 .8 0], 'Color', 'w',...
'Units','Normalized','Fontsize', [ff]);
end;
% Now, let's plot the rest of the output plot
figure(scr7);
% Price
xtk=[];
xti=size(weeko,l)/4;
for i=l:xti:size(weeko,l)
ttk=num2str(dd(weeko(i,:)-748,2));
if size(ttk,2)<4
ttk=['0' ttk];
end;
xtk=[xtk;ttk];
end;
p=subplot('Position',[0.1 .3 .2 .2]);
set(p, 'Visible', 'off');
pf2=plot(weeko,datao(:,2),'-g',weeko,datas(:,2),'--y');
set(p,'XTickLabels',xtk,'XTick',weeko(l:xti:size(weeko,l)));
pt2=text('String','Price','FontSize',[11], 'Color','w', 'Units','Normal-
ized',...
'Position',[0.05 0.8 0]);
miny=min(min(datao(:,2),datas(:,2)))*0.9;
maxy=max(max(datao(:,2),datas(:,2))) *1.1;
minx=min(min(weeko));
maxx=max (max (weeko));
axis([minx maxx miny maxy]);
clear minx maxx miny maxy;
% Display
figure(scr7);
f=subplot('Position', [0.4 .3 .2 .2]);
set(f,'Visible','off');
ff2=plot(weeko,datao(:,3),'-g',weeko,datas(:,3),'--y');
set(f,'XTickLabels',xtk,'XTick',weeko(l:xti:size(weeko,l)));
ft2=text('String','Display','FontSize', [11],'Color','w','Units','Nor-
malized',...
'Position',[0.05 0.8 0]);
miny=min(min(datao(:,3),datas(:,3)))*0.9;
maxy=max(max(datao(:,3),datas(:,3))) *1.1;
if maxy==miny, maxy=maxy+0.5; end;
minx--min(min(weeko));
maxx=max (max(weeko));
axis([minx maxx miny maxy]);
clear minx maxx miny maxy;
% Feature
figure(scr7);
d=subplot('Position',[0.7 .3 .2 .2]);
set(d, 'Visible', 'off');
df2=plot(weeko,datao(:,4), '-g',weeko,datas(:,4), '--y');
set(d, 'XTickLabels',xtk, 'XTick',weeko(l:xti:size(weeko,l)));
dt2=text('String', 'Feature', 'FontSize', [11], 'Color', 'w', 'Units', 'Nor-
malized',...
'Position',[0.05 0.8 0]);
miny=min(min(datao(:,4),datas(:,4)))*0.9;
maxy=max(max(datao(:,4),datas(:,4)))*1.1;
if maxy==miny, maxy=maxy+0.5; end;
minx=min(min(weeko));
maxx=max (max (weeko));
axis([minx maxx miny maxy);
% Now, the final results
figure(scr7);
tf=subplot('Position', [0 0 1 .2]);
set(tf, 'Visible', 'off');
btxt=['Brandsize ' dbs];
ctxt=['Channel ' num2str(dch)];
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text('String',btxt, 'FontSize', [11], 'Color','y', Units', 'Normal-
ized',...
'Position', [.04 .95 0]);
text('String',ctxt, 'FontSize', ll], 'Color', 'y', 'Units', 'Normal-
ized', ...
'Position',[.62 .95 01);
so=sum(probfo(sbs,:));
sb=sum(probfb(sbs,:));
ss=sum(probfs(sbs,:));
tl=['Sales from Proposed Merchandising ' num2str(ss)];
t2=['Sales from Original Merchandising ' num2str(so)];
t3=['Sales from Baseline Merchandising ' num2str(sb)];
t4=['Increase Over Baseline ' num2str(round(ss-sb))];
tS=['Increase Over original ' num2str(round(ss-so))];
text('String',tl, 'FontSize', [111,'Color', w', 'Units', 'Normalized',...
'Position',[0.02 .6 0]);
text('String',t2, 'FontSize', [11],'Color', w' 'Units', 'Normalized',...
'Position',[0.02 .4 0]);
text('String',t3, 'FontSize', [11],'Color','w', 'Units','Normalized',...
'Position',[0.02 .2 0]);
text('String',t4, 'FontSize', [11],'Color','w', 'Units', 'Normalized',...
'Position',[.47 .5 0));
text('String',t5,'FontSize', ], 'Color','w','Units', 'Normalized',...
'Position',[.47 .3 0]);
close(pt7);
clear t probfs probfo probfb datam beta catloyff crate delta gamma;
clear iniinv loyff dbasket dcs ddisplay dfeature dprice upcvol visit;
clear wkprobfb wkprobfo wkprobfs Ido Ids Idb pt7;
figure(scr7);
% b7c.m
%- Yet another silly but necessary script
close(scr8);
close(scr7);
clear scr8 scr7;
b6c;
%simul5.m
% - Store visit driven simulation of customer purchase
9 response. All households at a time% by Michel Montvelisky, 4/20/96
function [Idw, probff]= simul5(dbasket,dcs,ddisplay,dfea-
ture,dprice,...
visit,beta,delta,gamaa,upcvol,cat-
loyff,crate, iniinv,loyff, tbs,tch, task, scr6)
tt7=['Running... ' task ' Nested Choice Model'];
figure(scr6);
if strcmp(task, 'Original')
pt75=text('String',tt7, 'FontSize', 14), 'Color','k', ...
'Position',(-0.1 0.5 0],'FontWeight', 'Bold');
set(get(pt75, 'Parent'),'Visible', 'off');
elseif stmcmp(task, 'Baseline')
pt8=text('String',tt7, 'FontSize*,[ 14], 'Color', 'k',...
'Position',[-0.1 0.4 0],'FontWeight','Bold');
set(get(pt9,'Parent'),'Visible','off');
else
pt9=text('String',tt7.,'FontSize',[14],'Color','k',...
'Position',[-0.1 0.3 0),'FontWeight', 'Bold');
set(get(pt9,'Parent'),'Visible','off');
end;
MN=0.09; % This is the magic number
nv=hhvector(visit(:,1));
numihh=size(nv, 1);
J=[0;cumsum(nv(l:nusmhh-l))]+1; %new jh index
probff=[];
probcf=[];
probaf=[];
Idx=[]; %index of probff by Household
Idw=[]; %index of probff by week
IHH=(l:numchh)'; %Household index
% Initialize matrices, number of rows = number of HHs
catloybk=catloyff;
cratebk=crate;
init=l; %Initialization flag;
last_inv=ini_inv;
last_loy=loyff;
lastprobba=zeros (numnhh, 10);
lastprobkf=zeros (numrhh, 10);
maxv=max(nv); % maximum number of store visits by any HH
for i=l:maxv % loop through store visits
k=0;
h7a=axes;
h7t=[int2str(i) 'th visit out of ' int2str(max_v) ' visits.'];
if (exist('h7')), close(h7), end;
h7=text('String',h7t,'Pontize',[14], 'Color','k',...
'Position',[0.2 0.2 0],'FontWeight', 'Normal');
set(get(h7, 'Parent'), 'Visible', off');
pause(0.001);
jj=find(i<=nv(:,l));
IH=IHH(jj, :);
num_now=size(jj,1);
T=J(jj);
ourr_week=visit (T+i-, 3);
currinv=last_inv(jj,:);
currloy=last_loy(jj,:);
probba=lastprobba(jj,:);
probkf=lastprobkf(jj,:);
catloyff=catloybk(jj,:);
crate=cratebk(jj,1);
aa=(l:numnow)';
while 1 % infinite loop
catloyff=catloyff(aa,:);
crate=crate(aa, :);
vcs=dcs(T+i-l, :);
price=dprice(T+i-l,:);
display=ddisplay(T+i-l,:);
feature=dfeature(T+i-l,:);
basket=dbasket(T+i-l,:);
k=k+l;
ncount= [];
ncount=isnan(probba(:,1));
if sum(ncount)
fprintf('\tWarning: Household td has probba of NaN
!i I\n',IH(find(ncount)));
end;
%update loyalty and inventory
if (-init) %initialization needs no updating
prev_week=currweek(aa,:);
currweek=visit(T+i-l,3);
currinv=currinv(aa,l) - (curr_week-prev_week) +
(probkf(aa,:)*upcvol)./crate;
tt=find(currinv(:,l)>l100);
zz=find(currinv(:.l)c0);
curr_inv(tt, 1)=100*ones(size(tt));
curr_inv(zz,1)=zeros(size(zz));
curr_loy=(gamma*currloy(aa,:)) + (1-gamma)*probba(aa,:);
else
init=0;
end;
% Determine the probability matrices
% First, the conditional probability
t=numnow*10;
xt=[reshape(price',t,l)';
reshape(display',t,l)';
reshape(feature',t,1)';
reshape(currloy',t,1)'];
ccs=ones(numunow, 10);
f=find(price==0.0251);
ccs(f)=zeros(size(f));
ccs=reshape(ccs,t,l);
evb=exp(beta(l:4)*xt +reshape([0
beta(5:13)] *ones(1,numnow),t,1)');
evb=reshape(evb .* ccs',10,numnow);
summ=sum(evb)+(-sum(evb)); %to take care of no products are
available in the category
probba=(evh ./ (ones(l0,l)*sunu))';
% Now, the marginal probability
vpa=[log(summ') zeros(num-now, 1);
curr_inv=[curr-inv zeros(numnow,l));
price(f)=zeros(size(f));
catprice=(mean(price')' zeros(num_now,l)];
t=numnnow*2;
xtt=[reshape(vpa',t,1)';
reshape(catloyff',t,l)';
reshape(curr_inv',t,l)';
reshape(catprice',t,1)';
reshape(basket',t,l)'];
vcs=reshape(vcs',t,1);
evd=exp(delta(1:5)*xtt + reshape([delta(7)
0]'*ones(l,num.now),t,l)');
evd=reshape(evd .* ves', 2,numnow);
sumd=sum(evd);
probma=(evd ./ (ones(2,l)*sumd))';
t Lastly, the total probability matrix
probkf=(probma(:,1)*ones(l1,10)) .* probba;
probmf= [probmf;probmal;
probcf=[probcf;probba];
IH=IH(aa,:);
Idx=[Idx;IH);
Idw=[Idw;curr_week];
% Now, test to see if there are any extra purchase opportunities
in this visit
bb=find(MN>=probma(:,1));
aa=find(MN<prohma(:,1) & k<2);
lastinv(IH(bb,:), :)=curr_inv(bb,l);
last_loy(IH(bb, :), :)=curr_loy(bb,:);
lastprobba(IH(bb,:), :)=probba(bb,:);
last-probkf(IH(bb, :) :)=probkf(bb, :);
numwnow=size(aa,l);
T=T(aa,:);
if (numunow==O)
break; % go to the next store visit
end;
end; %infinite while loop
end; % for all visits loop
probff=(probmf(:,l)*ones(1,10)).* probcf;
[Idw, I]=sort(Idw);
probff=probff(I,:)'; %sort by week, irrespective of HH
close(get(h7,'Parent'));
close(pt9); clear pt9;
if exist('pt75')
close(pt75);
clear pt75;
end;
if exist('ptS')
close(pts);
clear pt8;
end;
% Ioadscen.m
9 -- Loads scenario file for GUI% by Michel Montvelisky 4/19/96
cd c:\michel\demo\scen;
[fname,fpath]=uigetfile('*.mat', 'Load Scenario File');
cd c:\michel\nested\code\gui;
figure(scrl);
lt=text('String', 'Preparing Data... Please Wait', 'Fon-
tSize', [18], 'Position', ...
(0.2 0.2 0),'Color','k');
pause(0.01);
if fname
eval(['load ' fpath fname]);
set(bs, 'Value',sbs);
set(ch, 'Value',sch);
Iflag=l;
nesgui2;
end;
% savescen.m
% - Saves scenario files from GUI
9 by Michel Montvelisky 4/19/96
cd c: \michel\demo\scen;
[fname,pname]=uiputfile ('*.mat', 'Save Scenario File');
cd c:\michel\nested\code\gui;
if fname
eval(['save ' pname fname ' sbs sch datas;']);
end;
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Exhibit 10
Output of the user interface for the case evaluations of section 6.3.
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